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Abstract
Let G be a split Kac-Moody group over a non-archimedean local field. We define
a completion of the Iwahori-Hecke algebra of G. We determine its center and prove
that it is isomorphic to the spherical Hecke algebra of G using the Satake isomorphism.
This is thus similar to the situation of reductive groups. Our main tool is the masure I
associated to this setting, which is the analogue of the Bruhat-Tits building for reductive
groups. Then, for each type 0 spherical face F , we associate a Hecke algebra. In the
Kac-Moody setting, this construction was known only for the spherical subgroup and
for the Iwahori subgroup.
1 Introduction
Let G0 be a split reductive group over a non archimedean local field K and G0 = G0(K).
An important tool in the study of the representation theory of G are Hecke algebras. They
are attached to each compact open subgroup of G: if K is such a group, the Hecke algebra
HK associated to K is the set of K-bi-invariant functions on G0, with compact support;
this set being equipped with some convolution product. Two choices of K are of particular
interest. The first one is when K = Ks = G(O), where O is the ring of integers of K, which
is a maximal compact open subgroup of G. Then Hs = HKs is commutative and is called
the spherical Hecke algebra of G0. This algebra can be described explicitly thanks to the
Satake isomorphism: if W v is the Weyl group of G and Q∨ is the coweight lattice of G0, Hs
is isomorphic to C[Q∨]W
v
, which is the sub-algebra of W v−invariant elements of the algebra
of the group (Q∨,+). The second is when K = KI is the Iwahori subgroup of G0. Then
H := HKI is called the Iwahori-Hecke algebra of G0. It has a basis indexed by the affine
Weyl group of G, the Bernstein-Lusztig basis, and the product of two elements of this basis
can be expressed with the Bernstein-Lusztig presentation. It enables to determine the center
of H and one sees that it is isomorphic to the spherical Hecke algebra of G0. We summarize
these results as follows:
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Hs ⋍−→
S
C[Q∨]W
v →֒
g
H, and Im(g) = Z(H)
where S is the Satake isomorphism and g comes from the Bernstein-Lusztig basis. The aim
of this article is to study the extension of this theory to the Kac-Moody setting.
Kac-Moody groups are interesting generalizations of reductive groups. There are several
definitions of Kac-Moody groups but we will study the groups defined by Tits in [Tit87].
Let G be a split Kac-Moody group over K and G = G(K). In order to study G, Gaussent
and Rousseau constructed an object I = I(G) called “masure” (or affine ordered hovel) in
[GR08], and it was generalized in [Rou16] and [Rou17]. This masure is a generalization of a
Bruhat-Tits building (introduced in [BT72] and [BT84]) and when G is reductive, I is the
usual Bruhat-Tits building of G. The set I is a union of apartments, all isomorphic to a
standard one A and G acts on I. There is still an arrangement of hyperplanes, called walls,
but it is no more locally finite in general. For this reason the faces in A are no more sets but
filters. An other important difference with buildings is that there can be two points which
are not included in any apartment.
There is up to now no topology on G generalizing the usual topology of reductive groups.
We can nevertheless define analogs of Ks and KI in this setting. They are fixers of some faces
in I. However, as we shall see, there exists no topology of topological group on G such that
Ks is open compact, and the same result holds for KI (this is Proposition 3.7). Braverman,
Kazhdan and Patnaik extended the definition of the spherical Hecke algebra and of the
Iwahori-Hecke algebra of G when G is affine in [BK11] and [BKP16]. They obtained a Satake
isomorphism and Bernstein-Lusztig relations. These definitions and results where extended
to the general case (G no more assumed affine) by Bardy-Panse, Gaussent and Rousseau
in [GR14] and [BPGR16]. In this framework, the Satake isomorphism is an isomorphism
between Hs := HKs and C[[Y ]]W v , where Y is a lattice which can be thought of as the coroot
lattice in a first approximation (but it can be different, notably when G is affine) and C[[Y ]]
is the Looijenga’s algebra of Y , which is some completion of the group algebra C[Y ] of Y .
Let H be the Iwahori-Hecke algebra of G. As we shall see (Theorem 4.26), the center of H
is more or less trivial. Moreover, C[[Y ]]W
v
is a set of infinite formal series and there is no
obvious injection from C[[Y ]] to H. For these reasons, we define a “completion” Hˆ of H. More
precisely, let (ZλHw)λ∈Y +,w∈W v , where Y + is a sub-monoid of Y , be the Bernstein-Lusztig
basis of H. Then Hˆ is the set of formal series∑w∈W v,λ∈Y + cw,λZλHw, whose support satisfies
some conditions similar to what appears in the definition of C[[Y ]]. We equip it with a
convolution compatible with the inclusion H ⊂ Hˆ. The fact that this product is well defined
is not obvious and this is our main result: Theorem 4.17. We then determine the center of
Hˆ and we show that it is isomorphic to C[[Y ]]W v (Theorem 4.26), which is similar to the
classical case. We thus get the following diagram:
Hs ⋍−→
S
C[[Y ]]W
v →֒
g
Hˆ, and Im(g) = Z(Hˆ),
where S is the Satake isomorphism (see Section 8 of [BK11] or Theorem 5.4 of [GR14]),
and g comes from the Bernstein-Lusztig basis.
In a second part, we associate Hecke algebras to subgroups more general than KI . The
group Ks is the fixer of {0} and KI is the fixer of the type 0 chamber C+0 . When G is
reductive, for all faces F between {0} and C+0 , the fixer KF (the parahoric group associated
to F ) of F in G is compact open. Therefore it seems natural to try to associate a Hecke
algebra to the fixer KF of F in G for all face F between {0} and C+0 . We succeed in defining
such an algebra when F is spherical, which means that its fixer in the Weyl group is finite.
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Our construction is very close to the construction of the Iwahori-Hecke algebra of [BPGR16].
When F is no more spherical and different from {0} (this case does not occur when G is
affine), we prove that this construction fails: the structure constants are infinite.
Actually, this article is written in a more general framework explained in Section 2: we
ask I to be an abstract masure and G to be a strongly transitive group of (positive, type-
preserving) automorphisms of I. This applies in particular to almost-split Kac-Moody groups
over local fields.
In Section 2, we recall the definition of masures. The reader only interested in Section 4
can read only Subsection 2.1.
In Section 3 we prove that there exists no topology of topological group on G for which
Ks or KI are compact and open.
In Section 4, we define the completed Iwahori-Hecke algebra of G and determine its center.
In Section 5, we associate Hecke algebras to each spherical face between {0} and C+0 and
prove that this construction fails when F is not spherical and different from {0}.
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2 General framework, Masure
2.1 Standard apartment
2.1.1 Root generating system
A reference for this section is [Rou11], Section 1 and 2.
A Kac-Moody matrix (or generalized Cartan matrix) is a square matrix A = (ai,j)i,j∈I
with integers coefficients, indexed by a finite set I and satisfying:
1. ∀i ∈ I, ai,i = 2
2. ∀(i, j) ∈ I2|i 6= j, ai,j ≤ 0
3. ∀(i, j) ∈ I2, ai,j = 0⇔ aj,i = 0.
A root generating system is a 5-tuple S = (A,X, Y, (αi)i∈I , (α∨i )i∈I) made of a Kac-Moody
matrix A indexed by I, of two dual free Z-modules X (of characters) and Y (of cocharacters)
of finite rank rk(X), a family (αi)i∈I (of simple roots) in X and a family (α∨i )i∈I (of simple
coroots) in Y . They have to satisfy the following compatibility condition: ai,j = αj(α
∨
i ) for
all i, j ∈ I. We also suppose that the family (αi)i∈I is free in X and that the family (α∨i )i∈I
is free in Y .
We now fix a Kac-Moody matrix A and a root generating system with matrix A.
Let A = Y ⊗ R. Every element of X induces a linear form on A. We will consider X as
a subset of the dual A∗ of A: the αi’s, i ∈ I are viewed as linear forms on A. For i ∈ I, we
define an involution ri of A by ri(v) = v − αi(v)α∨i for all v ∈ A. Its space of fixed points
is kerαi. The subgroup of GL(A) generated by the αi’s for i ∈ I is denoted by W v and is
called the Weyl group of S. The system (W v, {ri|i ∈ I}) is a Coxeter system. For w ∈ W v,
we denote by l(w) the length of w with respect to {ri|i ∈ I}.
For x ∈ A one sets α(x) = (αi(x))i∈I ∈ RI .
Let Q∨ =
⊕
i∈I Zα
∨
i and P
∨ = {v ∈ A|α(v) ∈ ZI}. We call Q∨ the coroot-lattice and P ∨
the co-weight-lattice (but if
⋂
i∈I kerαi 6= {0}, this is not a lattice). Let Q∨+ =
⊕
i∈I Nα
∨
i ,
Q∨− = −Q∨+ and Q∨R =
⊕
i∈I Rα
∨
i . This enables us to define a pre-order ≤Q∨ on A by the
following way: for all x, y ∈ A, one writes x ≤Q∨ y if y − x ∈ Q∨+.
One defines an action of the group W v on A∗ by the following way: if x ∈ A, w ∈ W v
and α ∈ A∗ then (w.α)(x) = α(w−1.x). Let Φ = {w.αi|(w, i) ∈ W v × I}, Φ is the set of real
roots. Then Φ ⊂ Q, where Q = ⊕i∈I Zαi. Let W = Q∨ ⋊W v ⊂ GA(A) the affine Weyl
group of S, where GA(A) is the group of affine isomorphisms of A.
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2.1.2 Vectorial faces and Tits cone
Define Cvf = {v ∈ A| αi(v) > 0, ∀i ∈ I}. We call it the fundamental chamber. For J ⊂ I,
one sets F v(J) = {v ∈ A| αi(v) = 0 ∀i ∈ J, αi(v) > 0 ∀i ∈ J\I}. Then the closure Cvf of
Cvf is the union of the F
v(J) for J ⊂ I. The positive (resp. negative) vectorial faces are the
sets w.F v(J) (resp. −w.F v(J)) for w ∈ W v and J ⊂ I. A vectorial face is either a positive
vectorial face or a negative vectorial face. We call positive chamber (resp. negative) every
cone of the shape w.Cvf for some w ∈ W v (resp. −w.Cvf ). For all x ∈ Cvf and for all w ∈ W v,
w.x = x implies that w = 1. In particular the action of w on the positive chambers is simply
transitive. The Tits cone T is defined by T = ⋃w∈W v w.Cvf . We also consider the negative
cone −T . We define a W v-invariant relation ≤ on A by: ∀(x, y) ∈ A2, x ≤ y ⇔ y − x ∈ T .
We denote by Y + the set Y ∩ T and by Y ++ the set Y ∩ Cvf .
We recall the simple but useful result (this is Lemma 2.4 a) of [GR14]):
Lemma 2.1. Let λ ∈ Y ++. Then for all w ∈ W v, w.λ ≤Q∨ λ.
In the next subsection, we define masures. The reader only interested in the completion
of Iwahori-Hecke algebras can skip it and go directly to Section 4.
2.2 Masure
In this section, we define masures. They were introduced in [GR08] for symmetrizable split
Kac-Moody groups over a valued field whose residue field contains C, axiomatized in [Rou11]
and developed and generalized to almost-split Kac-Moody groups over non-archimedean local
fields in [Rou16] and [Rou17]. We consider semi-discrete masures which are thick of finite
thickness.
2.2.1 Filters
Definition 2.2. A filter in a set E is a nonempty set F of nonempty subsets of E such that,
for all subsets S, S ′ of E, if S, S ′ ∈ F then S ∩ S ′ ∈ F and, if S ′ ⊂ S, with S ′ ∈ F then
S ∈ F .
If F is a filter in a set E, and E ′ is a subset of E, one says that F contains E ′ if every
element of F contains E ′. If E ′ is nonempty, the set FE′ of subsets of E containing E ′ is
a filter. By abuse of language, we will sometimes say that E ′ is a filter by identifying FE′
and E ′. If F is a filter in E, its closure F (resp. its convex hull) is the filter of subsets of E
containing the closure (resp. the convex hull) of some element of F . A filter F is said to be
contained in an other filter F ′: F ⊂ F ′ (resp. in a subset Z in E: F ⊂ Z) if and only if any
set in F ′ (resp. if Z) is in F .
If x ∈ A and Ω is a subset of A containing x in its closure, then the germ of Ω in x is the
filter germx(Ω) of subsets of A containing a neighborhood in Ω of x.
A sector in A is a set of the shape s = x + Cv with Cv = ±w.Cvf for some x ∈ A and
w ∈ W v. The point x is its base point and Cv is its direction. The intersection of two sectors
of the same direction is a sector of the same direction.
The sector-germ of a sector s = x + Cv is the filter S of subsets of A containing an
A-translate of s. It only depends on the direction Cv. We denote by +∞ (resp. −∞) the
sector-germ of Cvf (resp. of −Cvf ).
A ray δ with base point x and containing y 6= x (or the interval ]x, y] = [x, y]\{x} or
[x, y]) is called preordered if x ≤ y or y ≤ x and generic if y − x ∈ ±T˚ , the interior of ±T .
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2.2.2 Definitions of enclosures, faces and related notions
Let ∆ = Φ ∪ ∆+im ∪ ∆−im ⊂ Q be the set of all roots (recall that Q =
⊕
i∈I Zαi), defined
in [Kac94]. The group W v stabilizes ∆. For α ∈ ∆, and k ∈ Z ∪ +∞, let D(α, k) = {v ∈
A|α(v) + k ≥ 0} (and D(α,+∞) = A for all α ∈ ∆) and D◦(α, k) = {v ∈ A|α(v) + k > 0}
(for α ∈ ∆ and k ∈ Z ∪ {+∞}).
For α ∈ Φ, one sets Λα = Z and for α ∈ ∆im = ∆\Φ, one set Λα = R. Given a filter
F of subsets of A, its enclosure clA(F ) is the filter made of the subsets of A containing an
element of F of the shape
⋂
α∈∆D(α, kα) where kα ∈ Λα∪{+∞} for all α ∈ ∆. A wall (resp.
half-apartment) is a set of the shape M(α, k) = {x ∈ A| α(x) + k = 0} (resp. D(α, k)) for
α ∈ Φ and k ∈ Z.
Faces A local face F l in A is a filter associated to a point x ∈ A, its vertex and a vectorial
face F v ⊂ A, its direction. It is defined by F l = germx(x+F v) and we denote it by F l(x, F v).
A face F in A is a filter associated to a point x ∈ A and a vectorial face F v ⊂ A. More
precisely, a subset S of A is an element of the face F = F (x, F v) if and only if, it contains an
intersection of half-spaces D(α, kα) or open half-spaces D
◦(α, kα), with kα ∈ Z for all α ∈ ∆,
that contains F l(x, F v).
There is an order on the (local) faces: if F ⊂ F ′ we say that “F is a face of F ′ ” or “F ′
contains F ” or “F ′ dominates F ”. The dimension of a face F is the smallest dimension of
an affine space generated by some S ∈ F . Such an affine space is unique and is called its
support. A local face is said to be spherical if its direction is spherical; then its point-wise
stabilizer WF in W
v is finite.
We have W ⊂ P ∨ ⋊W v. As α(P ∨) ⊂ Z for all α in ⊕i∈I Zαi, if τ is a translation of A
of a vector p ∈ P ∨, then for all α ∈ Q, τ permutes the sets of the shape D(α, k) where k
runs over Z. As W v stabilizes ∆, any element of W v permutes the sets of the shape D(α, k)
where α runs over ∆. Therefore, W permutes the sets D(α, k), where (α, k) runs over ∆×Z
and thus W permutes the enclosures, faces, ... of A.
A local chamber (or alcove) is a maximal local face, i.e a local face F l(x,±w.Cvf ) for x ∈ A
and w ∈ W v. The fundamental local chamber is C+0 = F l(0, Cvf ).
A local panel is a spherical local face maximal among faces that are not chambers or
equivalently a spherical face of dimension dimA−1. We have analog definitions of chambers
and panels.
A type 0 local face is a local face whose vertex is in Y . Let Ain =
⋂
i∈I ker(αi) = F
v(I).
We denote by F0 the local face F
l(0,Ain). From now on, we will say “type 0 face” instead of
“type 0 local face”.
Chimneys In [Rou11], Rousseau defines chimneys and uses it in its axiomatization of
masures. We do not define this notion, we only precise that each sector-germ is a splayed,
solid chimney-germ, that each spherical face is included in a solid chimney and that W
permutes the chimneys of A (and preserve their properties: splayed, solid, ...).
2.2.3 Masure
An apartment of type A is a set A with a nonempty set Isom(A, A) of bijections (called
Weyl-isomorphisms) such that if f0 ∈ Isom(A, A) then f ∈ Isom(A, A) if and only if, there
exists w ∈ W satisfying f = f0 ◦ w. We will say isomorphism instead of Weyl-isomorphism
in the sequel. An isomorphism between two apartments φ : A→ A′ is a bijection such that
(f ∈ Isom(A, A) if, and only if, φ ◦ f ∈ Isom(A, A′)). We extend all the notions that are
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preserved by W to each apartment. Thus sectors, enclosures, faces and chimneys are well
defined in any apartment of type A.
Definition 2.3. A masure of type A is a set I endowed with a covering A of subsets called
apartments such that:
(MA1) Any A ∈ A admits a structure of an apartment of type A.
(MA2) If F is a point, a germ of a preordered interval, a generic ray or a solid chimney
in an apartment A and if A′ is another apartment containing F , then A ∩ A′ contains the
enclosure clA(F ) of F and there exists an isomorphism from A onto A′ fixing clA(F ).
(MA3) If R is the germ of a splayed chimney and if F is a face or a germ of a solid
chimney, then there exists an apartment that contains R and F .
(MA4) If two apartments A, A′ contain R and F as in (MA3), then there exists an
isomorphism from A to A′ fixing clA(R ∪ F ).
(MAO) If x, y are two points contained in two apartments A and A′, and if x ≤A y then
the two segments [x, y]A and [x, y]A′ are equal.
In this definition, one says that an apartment contains a germ of a filter if it contains
at least one element of this germ. One says that a map fixes a germ if it fixes at least one
element of this germ.
Until the end of this article, I will be a masure. We suppose that I is thick of finite
thickness: the number of chambers (=alcoves) containing a given panel has to be finite,
greater or equal to 3.
We assume that there exists a group G of automorphisms of I acting strongly transi-
tively on I, which means that all isomorphisms involved in the above axioms are induced by
elements of G. We choose in I a fundamental apartment, that we identify with A. As G is
strongly transitive, the apartments of I are the sets g.A for g ∈ G. The stabilizer N of A
induces a group ν(N) of affine automorphisms of A and we suppose that ν(N) = W v ⋉ Y .
An example of such a masure I is the masure associated to a split Kac-Moody group G
over a non-archimedean local field constructed in [GR08], and [Rou16], see Subsection 2.2.4.
In this case, G acts strongly transitively on I.
Remark 2.4.
1. Recently, the second author proposed a simplified axiomatic of masures, see Theo-
rem 5.1 of [Héb17a]. To simplify the reasonings, the reader can assume that G is an
affine Kac-Moody group. In this case, (MA2), (MA4) and (MAO) can be replaced by
the following property (see Theorem 5.38 of [Héb17a]):
“If A and A′ are two apartments of I. Then A ∩ A′ = cl(A ∩ A′) and there exists an
isomorphism from A to A′ fixing A ∩A′.”
This assumption enables to get rid of the technical questions concerning the existence
of an isomorphism fixing subsets of an intersection of apartments.
2. Let F be a local face of an apartment A and B be apartments containing F . Then F
is a local face of B and there exists an isomorphism from A to B fixing F . Indeed, let
x be the vertex of F and J be a germ of a preordered segment based at x and included
in F . Then the enclosure of J contains F and thus (MA2) applied to J enables to
conclude.
3. Let w ∈ W . Then if X is a filter of A fixed by w, w fixes cl(X ). Thus, using the same
reasoning as above, if F l is a local face of I, say F l = F l(x, F v) and F = F (x, F v), the
fixer of F l in G equals the fixer of F in G.
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Definition 2.5. (Pre-order on I) As the pre-order ≤ on A (induced by the Tits cone) is
invariant under the action of W , we can equip each apartment A with a pre-order ≤A. Let A
be an apartment of I and x, y ∈ A such that x ≤A y. Then by Proposition 5.4 of [Rou11], if
B is an apartment containing x and y, x ≤B y. This defines a relation ≤ on I. By Théorème
5.9 of [Rou11], this defines a G-invariant pre-order on I.
2.2.4 Example: masure associated to a Kac-Moody group
We consider the group functor G associated to the root generating system S in [Tit87] and
in Chapitre 8 of [Rém02]. This functor is a functor from the category of rings to the category
of groups satisfying axioms (KMG1) to (KMG 9) of [Tit87]. When R is a field, G(R) is
uniquely determined by these axioms by Theorem 1’ of [Tit87]. This functor contains a toric
functor T, from the category of rings to the category of commutative groups (denoted T in
[Rém02]) and two functors U+ and U− from the category of rings to the category of groups.
Let K be a non-archimedean local field, O its ring of integers, q the residue cardinal
and G = G(K) (and U+ = U+(K), ...). For all ǫ ∈ {−,+}, and all α ∈ Φǫ, we have an
isomorphism xα fromK to a group Uα. For all k ∈ Z, one defines a subgroup Uα,k := xα(πkO),
where π is a uniformizer of O (see 3.1 of [GR08]). Let I be the masure associated to G
constructed in [Rou17]. Then we have:
- the fixer of A in G is H = T(O) (by remark 3.2 of [GR08])
- the fixer of {0} in G is Ks = G(O) (by example 3.14 of [GR08]). By (MA2) applied to
{0} and the same reasoning as in 3 of Remark 2.4, Ks is also the fixer of F0 in G.
- for all α ∈ Φ and k ∈ Z, the fixer of D(α, k) in G is H.Uα,k (by 4.2 7) of [GR08])
- for all ǫ ∈ {−,+}, U ǫ is the fixer of ǫ∞ (by 4.2 4) of [GR08]).
Each panel is contained in 1 + q chambers and thus I is thick of finite thickness.
Remark 2.6. The group G is reductive if and only if W v is finite. In this case, I is the
usual Bruhat-Tits building of G. Then one has T = A and thus Y + = Y .
3 A topological restriction on parahoric subgroups
In this section, we prove that there exists no topology of topological group on G for which
Ks or KI are compact and open.
Let F be a type 0 face of A, i.e a local face whose vertex is in Y . Maybe considering
h.F for some h ∈ G, one can suppose that F ⊂ ±C+0 . One supposes that F ⊂ C+0 as the
other case is similar. Let KF be the fixer of F in G. In this subsection, we show that if
W v is infinite, there exists no topology of topological group on G such that KF is open and
compact. For this, we show that there exists g ∈ G such that KF/(KF ∩g.KF .g−1) is infinite.
Let α ∈ Φ+ and i ∈ I such that α = w.αi, for some w ∈ W v. For l ∈ Z, one sets
Ml = {t ∈ A|α(t) = l} and Dl = {t ∈ A|α(t) ≤ l} and one denotes by Kα,l the fixer of Dl in
G. For l ∈ Z, one chooses a panel Pl in Ml and a chamber Cl dominating Pl and included in
conv(Ml,Ml+1).
For i ∈ I, one denotes by 1 + qi the number of chambers containing P0 and by 1 + q′i the
number of chambers containing P1. By Proposition 2.9 of [Rou11] and Lemma 3.2 of [Héb16],
this does not depend on the choices of P0 and P1 (this reasoning will be detailed in the proof
of Lemma 3.3). As αi(α
∨
i ) = 2 and as there exists an element of G inducing a translation of
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vector α∨i on A (because the stabilizer N of A induces the group W
v⋉ Y on A), 1+ qi is the
number of chambers containing P2l and 1 + q
′
i is the number of chambers P2l+1 for all l ∈ Z.
Let us explain the basic idea of the proof. Let g ∈ G such that g.0 ∈ Cvf and F ′ = g.F .
Then KF/(KF ∩KF ′) is in bijection with KF .F ′. Let K˜α =
⋃
l∈ZKα,l, then Tα := K˜α.A is a
semi-homogeneous extended tree with parameters qi and q
′
i. Let Kα = Kα,1. We deduce from
the thickness of I that if nα is the number of walls parallel to α−1({0}) between a and g.a,
|Kα.g.a| ≥ 2nα and hence that |KF .g.a| ≥ 2nα. As W v is infinite, nα can be made arbitrarily
large by changing α.
One chooses a sector-germ q included in D0. If x ∈ I, there exists an apartment Ax
containing x and q by (MA3). By (MA4), there exists an isomorphism φx : A→ A fixing q.
By 2.6 of [Rou11], φx(x) does not depend on the choice of Ax and φx and we denote it ρ(x).
The map ρq is the retraction of I onto A centered at q. The restriction of ρq to Tα does not
depend on the choice of q ⊂ D0.
Remark 3.1. Let A be an apartment containing q. Let φ = ρq|A : A → A. Then φ is
the unique isomorphism of apartments fixing A ∩ A. Indeed, by (MA4), there exists an
isomorphism of apartments ψ : A → A fixing q. By definition φ = ψ and thus φ is an
isomorphism of apartments. If x ∈ A, ρq(x) = x by definition of ρq and thus φ fixes A ∩ A.
Let ψ′ : A→ A be an isomorphism fixing A ∩ A. Then ψ′ ◦ φ−1 : A → A is an isomorphism
of affine spaces fixing q and thus ψ′ = φ.
Lemma 3.2. Let v ∈ K˜α and x ∈ A. Suppose that v.x ∈ A. Then v fixes D⌈α(x)⌉.
Proof. Let A = v.A. There exists l ∈ Z such that A ∩ A contains Dl. By Lemma 3.2 of
[Héb16], A ∩A is a half-apartment: there exists k ∈ Z such that A∩A = Dk (our definition
of half-apartments is different from the one of [Héb16] and what we call a half-apartment is
a true half-apartment for [Héb16]). Let φ : A → A be the isomorphism induced by v. By
Remark 3.1, φ−1 fixes A ∩ A = Dk, thus v−1 fixes A ∩ A and hence v fixes A ∩ A. One
has v.x ∈ A ∩ A. Consequently v.(v.x) = v.x and thus v.x = x. Therefore x ∈ Dk, thus
D⌈α(x)⌉ ⊂ Dk and hence v fixes D⌈α(x)⌉.
Lemma 3.3. Let x ∈ A andMx = {t ∈ A|α(t) = ⌈α(x)⌉}. Then the map f :
Kα.x→ Kα.Mx
u.x 7→ u.Mx
is well defined and is a bijection.
Proof. Let u, u′ ∈ Kα such u.x = u′.x. By Lemma 3.2, u′−1.u fixes Mx and thus f is well-
defined.
Let u, u′ ∈ Kα such that u.Mx = u′.Mx, v = u′−1.u and A = v.A. Then v.Mx = Mx ⊂
A ∩ A and by Lemma 3.2, v fixes D⌈α(x)⌉. In particular v.x = x and f is injective. By
definition f is surjective and the lemma follows.
Let αI = α ◦ ρq. If l ∈ N, one denotes by Cl the set of chambers C dominating an element
of Kα.Pl and satisfying αI(C) > l (which means that there exists X ∈ C such that αI(x) > l
for all x ∈ X). Let Cl be the chamber of A dominating Pl and not included in Dl.
Lemma 3.4. Let l ∈ N. Then the map g : Kα.Ml+1 → Cl
u.Ml+1 → u.Cl
is well defined and is a bijection.
Proof. Let u, u′ ∈ Kα such that u.Ml+1 = u′.Ml+1. Let v = u′−1.u. Then v.Ml+1 ⊂ A and by
Lemma 3.2, v.Cl = Cl. Moreover αI(u.Cl) = α(Cl) > l and thus g is well defined.
Let u, u′ ∈ Kα such that u.Cl = u′.Cl. Let v = u′−1.u and X ∈ Cl such that v fixes X.
Let x ∈ X such that α(x) > l. Then by Lemma 3.2, v fixes Ml+1 and thus g is injective. It
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remains to show that Cl = Kα.Cl. Let C ∈ Cl. Then C dominates u.Pl for some u ∈ Kα.
By Proposition 2.9 1 of [Rou11], there exists an apartment A containing u.Dl and C. Let
φ : A → A fixing A ∩ A (which exists by Remark 3.1) and v ∈ Kα inducing φ. Then
αI(C) = α(v.C), thus α(v.C) > l. Moreover v.C ⊂ A dominates Pl and thus v.C = Cl,
which concludes the proof.
By combining Lemma 3.3 and Lemma 3.4, we get the following corollary:
Corollary 3.5. Let x ∈ A. Then if l = max(1, ⌈α(x)⌉), |Kα.x| = q′iqiq′i . . . (l − 1 factors)
We now suppose that W v is infinite.
Lemma 3.6. Let F be a type 0 face of A. Then there exists g ∈ G such that if F ′ = g.F ,
KF/KF ∩KF ′ is infinite.
Proof. Let g ∈ G such a := g.0 ∈ Cvf . Let (αk) ∈ (Φ+)N be an injective sequence. For all
k ∈ N, Kαk ⊂ KF and thus |KF .F ′| ≥ |Kαk .a|. By Corollary 3.5, it suffices to show that
αk(a)→ +∞ (by thickness of I).
One has αk =
∑
i∈I λi,kαi, with λi,k ∈ N for all (i, k) ∈ I × N. By injectivity of (αk),∑
i∈I λi,k → +∞. Therefore, αk(a)→ +∞, which proves the lemma.
Proposition 3.7. Let F be a type 0 face of I. Then there exists no topology on G, inducing
a structure of topological group on G such that KF is open and compact.
Proof. Suppose that such a topology exists. Let g ∈ G and F ′ = g.F . The group KF ′ =
g.KF .g
−1 is open and compact and thus KF ∩KF ′ is open and compact. Therefore KF/KF ∩
KF ′ is finite: a contradiction with Lemma 3.6.
This proposition applies to K = Ks = KF0 and to the Iwahori group KI = KC+
0
, which
shows that reductive groups and (non-reductive) Kac-Moody groups are very different from
this point of view.
4 Completed Iwahori-Hecke algebra
4.1 Iwahori-Hecke algebra
Let us recall briefly the construction of the Iwahori-Hecke algebra of [BPGR16]. We give
Bernstein-Lusztig presentation. In [BPGR16], this algebra is first defined as an algebra of
functions on pairs of type 0 chambers in a masure. This definition is recalled in Section 5.
The definition we give is less general and imposes restrictions on the ring of scalars. It
authorizes nevertheless C and Z[ 1√
q
,
√
q] if G is a split Kac-Moody group over K.
Let (σi)i∈I , (σ′i)i∈I be indeterminates satisfying the following relations:
- if αi(Y ) = Z, then σi = σ′i
- if ri, rj (i, j ∈ I) are conjugate (i.e if αi(α∨j ) = αj(α∨i ) = −1), then σi = σj = σ′i = σ′j .
Let R1 = Z[σi, σ′i|i ∈ I]. In order to define the Iwahori-Hecke algebra H associated to A
and (σi)i∈I , (σ′i)i∈I , we first introduce the Bernstein-Lusztig-Hecke algebra
BLH. Let BLH be
the free R1-module with basis (ZλHw)λ∈Y,w∈W v. For short, we write Hi = Hri, Hw = Z0Hw
and ZλH1 = Z
λ, for i ∈ I, λ ∈ Y + and w ∈ W v. The Iwahori-Hecke algebra BLH is the
module BLH equipped with the unique product ∗ which makes it an associative algebra and
satisfying the following relations (the Bernstein-Lusztig relations):
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- (BL1) ∀λ ∈ Y , Zλ ∗Hw = ZλHw,
- (BL2) ∀i ∈ I, ∀w ∈ W v, Hi ∗Hw =
{
Hriw if l(riw) = l(w) + 1
(σi − σ−1i )Hw +Hriw if l(riw) = l(w)− 1
,
- (BL3) ∀(λ, µ) ∈ Y 2, Zλ ∗ Zµ = Zλ+µ,
- (BL4) ∀λ ∈ Y , ∀i ∈ I, Hi ∗ Zλ − Zri(λ) ∗ Hi = b(σi, σ′i;Z−α∨i )(Zλ − Zri(λ)), where
b(t, u; z) = (t−t
−1)+(u−u−1)z
1−z2 .
The existence and unicity of such a product is Theorem 6.2 of [BPGR16]. The Iwahori-
Hecke algebra HR1 associated to A and (σi)i∈I , (σ′i)i∈I over R1 is the submodule spanned by
(ZλHw)λ∈Y +,w∈W v, where Y + = Y ∩ T (where T is the Tits cone). When G is reductive, we
find the usual Iwahori-Hecke algebra of G.
Extension of scalars Let (R, φ) be a pair such that R is a ring containing Z, φ : R1 →R
is a ring morphism and the φ(σi) and φ(σ
′
i) are invertible inR for all i ∈ I. The Iwahori-Hecke
algebra associated to A and (φ(σi))i∈I , (φ(σ′i))i∈I over R is HR = R⊗R1 HR1 .
Split Kac-Moody case When G is a split Kac-Moody group over K, one can choose
σi = σ
′
i =
√
q, for all i ∈ I and R = Z[√q±1].
4.2 Looijenga’s algebra and almost finite sets
We fix a ring R as in the above paragraph. In this subsection, we introduce almost finite sets.
We use them to define the Looijenga algebra R[[Y ]] and we will use them in Subsection 4.4
to define Hˆ = HˆR.
Definition 4.1. A set E ⊂ Y is said to be almost finite if there exists a finite set J ⊂ Y
such that for all λ ∈ E, there exists ν ∈ J such that λ ≤Q∨ ν.
Remark 4.2. We will also use almost finite sets included in Y + and thus we could define
an almost finite set of Y + as follows: a set E ⊂ Y + is almost finite if there exists a finite set
J ⊂ Y + such that for all λ ∈ E, there exists ν ∈ J such that λ ≤Q∨ ν. This is actually the
same definition by the lemma below applied to F = Y +.
Lemma 4.3. Let E ⊂ Y be an almost finite set and F ⊂ Y . Then there exists a finite set
J ⊂ F such that F ∩ E ⊂ ⋃j∈J j −Q∨+.
Proof. One can suppose that E ⊂ y − Q∨+, for some y ∈ Y . Let J be the set of elements of
F ∩E which are maximal in F ∩E for ≤Q∨ . As E is almost finite, for all x ∈ E, there exists
ν ∈ J such that x ≤Q∨ ν. It remains to prove that J is finite. Let J ′ = {u ∈ Q∨|y − u ∈ J}.
One identifies Q∨ and ZI . If x = (xi)i∈I and x′ = (x′i)i∈I one says that x ≺ x′ if xi ≤ x′i for
all i ∈ I and x 6= x′. Then the elements of J ′ are pairwise non comparable. Therefore J ′ is
finite by Lemma 2.2 of [Héb17b], which completes the proof.
Definition 4.4. The Looijenga algebra R[[Y ]] of Y over R (defined in [Loo80]) is the set of
formal series
∑
λ∈Y aλe
λ, with (aλ) ∈ RY such that supp((aλ)) ⊂ Y is almost finite and the
eλ are symbols satisfying eλeµ = eλ+µ for all λ, µ ∈ Y .
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For all λ ∈ Y , one defines πλ : R[[Y ]]→ R by πλ(
∑
µ∈Y aµe
µ) = aλ. One sets R[[Y +]] =
{a ∈ R[[Y ]] | πλ(a) = 0 ∀λ ∈ Y \Y +}. One also sets R[[Y ]]W v = {a ∈ R[[Y ]] | πλ(a) =
πw(λ)(a) ∀(λ, w) ∈ Y ×W v}. Then R[[Y +]] and R[[Y ]]W v are sub-algebras of R[[Y ]].
One denotes by AFR(Y ++) the set of elements of RY ++ having almost finite support. A
family (aj)j∈J ∈ (R[[Y ]])J is said to be summable if:
• for all λ ∈ Y , {j ∈ J |πλ(aj) 6= 0} is finite
• the set {λ ∈ Y |∃j ∈ J |πλ(aj) 6= 0} is almost finite.
In this case, one sets
∑
j∈J aj =
∑
λ∈Y bλe
λ ∈ R[[Y ]], where bλ =
∑
j∈J πλ(aj) for all λ ∈ Y .
For all λ ∈ Y ++, one sets E(λ) =∑µ∈W v.λ eµ ∈ R[[Y ]] (this is well defined by Lemma 2.1).
Let λ ∈ T . There exists a unique µ ∈ Cvf such that W v.λ = W v.µ. One defines λ++ = µ.
The following two results are proved (but not stated) in the proof of Theorem 5.4 of [GR14].
Lemma 4.5. Let x ∈ Y . Then W v.x is majorized for ≤Q∨ if and only if x ∈ Y +.
Proof. If x ∈ Y +, then W.x is majorized by x++ by Lemma 2.1.
Let x ∈ Y such that W v.x is majorized. Let y ∈ W v.x be maximal for ≤Q∨ and i ∈ I.
One has ri(y) ≤Q∨ y and thus αi(y) ≥ 0. Therefore y ∈ Cvf , which proves that x ∈ Y +.
Proposition 4.6. The map E : AFR(Y ++)→R[[Y ]]W v defined by
E((xλ)) =
∑
λ∈Y ++
xλE(λ)
is well defined and is a bijection. In particular, R[[Y ]]W v ⊂ R[[Y +]].
Proof. Let (xλ) ∈ AFR(Y ++) and J be a finite set such that for all µ ∈ supp((xλ)) there
exists j ∈ J such that µ ≤Q∨ j. Let us prove that (xλE(λ))λ∈Y + is summable. Let ν ∈ Y
and Fν = {λ ∈ Y ++| πν(xλE(λ)) 6= 0}. Let λ ∈ Fν . Then ν ∈ W v.λ and by Lemma 2.1,
ν ≤Q∨ λ. Moreover, λ ≤Q∨ j for some j ∈ J , which proves that Fν is finite.
Let F = {ν ∈ Y | ∃λ ∈ Y ++| πν(xλE(λ)) 6= 0}. If ν ∈ F then ν ≤Q∨ j for some j ∈ J
and thus F is almost finite: the family (xλE(λ))λ∈Y ++ is summable.
As for all λ ∈ Y ++, E(λ) ∈ R[[Y ]]W v , ∑λ∈Y ++ xλE(λ) ∈ R[[Y ]]W v . Therefore, E is
well-defined.
Let (xλ) ∈ AFR(Y ++)\{0} and µ ∈ Y ++ such that xµ 6= 0 and maximal for the Q∨-order
for this property. Then πµ
(
E((xλ))
)
= xµ 6= 0: E((xλ) 6= 0. Therefore E is injective.
Let u =
∑
λ∈Y uλe
λ ∈ R[[Y ]]W v and λ ∈ supp u. As supp u is almost finite, W v.λ
is majorized and by Lemma 4.5, λ ∈ Y +. Consequently supp u ⊂ Y +. One has u =
E((uλ)λ∈(supp u)++), and the proof is complete.
4.3 Examples of almost finite sets of Y +
Affine case Suppose that A is associated to an affine Kac-Moody matrix A. By 1.3 of
[Rou11], if δ is the smallest positive imaginary root of A, T = δ−1(R∗+) ⊔ Ain. Moreover, δ
is W v-invariant (see 5.10 of [Rou11]) and thus δ(α∨i ) = 0 for all i ∈ I. Therefore an almost
finite set of Y + is a set E such that for some k ∈ N and y1, . . . , yk ∈ Y +, E ⊂
⋃k
i=1 yi −Q∨+.
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Indefinite case On the contrary to the finite and affine case, when A is associated to an
indefinite Kac-Moody matrix, y − Q∨+ * Y + for all y ∈ Y . Indeed, by the Lemma of 2.9 of
[GR14] and its proof, there exists a linear form δ on A such that δ(T ) ≥ 0 and δ(α∨i ) < 0
for all i ∈ I. If y ∈ Y and i ∈ I, then δ(y − nα∨i ) < 0 for n ∈ N large enough and thus
y −Q∨+ * Y +. However, the inclusion Q∨− ⊃ Y + can occur.
Lemma 4.7. One has Q∨− ⊃ Y + if and only if Q∨− ⊃ Y ++.
Proof. One implication is clear because Y ++ ⊂ Y +. Suppose Q∨− ⊃ Y ++. Let λ ∈ Y +. By
Lemma 2.1, λ ≤Q∨ λ++ and thus λ ∈ Q∨−.
Suppose that A is essential and associated to a size 2 indefinite matrix A. One writes
A =
(
2 a1,2
a2,1 2
)
, with a1, a2 ∈ −N∗. One has A = Rα∨1 ⊕ Rα∨2 . If (λ, µ) ∈ Z2 such that
λµ < 0 then (2λ + a1,2µ)(a2,1λ + 2µ) < 0 and thus Y
++ ⊂ Q∨+ ∪ Q∨−. By Theorem 4.3 of
[Kac94], Q∨+ ∩ Y ++ = {0}, thus Q∨− ⊃ Y ++ and hence Q∨− ⊃ Y +. Therefore an almost finite
set of Y + is just a subset of Y +.
However this property is not true in general when the size of A is greater or equal to 3.
For example if A =

 2 0 −20 2 0
−5 0 2

 and A is the essential realization of A, −2α∨1 +α∨2 −α∨3 ∈
Y ++\Q∨−.
4.4 Completed Iwahori-Hecke algebra
In this subsection, we define the completed Iwahori-Hecke algebra Hˆ. We equip W v with its
Bruhat order≤. One has 1 ≤ w for all w ∈ W v. If u ∈ W v, one sets [1, u] = {w ∈ W v|w ≤ u}.
Let B =∏w∈W v,λ∈Y + R. If f = (aλ,w) ∈ B, the set {(λ, w) ∈ W v× Y +|aλ,w 6= 0} is called
the support of f and is denoted by suppf , the set {w ∈ W v|∃λ ∈ Y +|aλ,w 6= 0} is called the
support of f along W v and denoted suppW vf , and the set {λ ∈ Y +|∃w ∈ W v|aλ,w 6= 0} is
called the support of f along Y and denoted suppY f . A set Z ⊂ Y +×W v is said to be almost
finite if {w ∈ W v|∃λ ∈ Y +|(λ, w) ∈ Z} is finite and for all w ∈ W v, {λ ∈ Y +|(λ, w) ∈ Z} is
almost finite.
Let Hˆ be the set of a ∈ B such that supp a is almost finite. If a = (aλ,w) ∈ Hˆ, one
writes a =
∑
(λ,w)∈Y +×W v aλ,wZ
λHw. For (λ, w) ∈ Y + ×W v, we define πλ,w : Hˆ → R by
πλ,w(
∑
aλ′,w′Z
λ′Hw′) = aλ,w. In order to extend ∗ to Hˆ, we first prove that if
∑
aλ,wZ
λHw,∑
bλ,wZ
λHw ∈ Hˆ and (µ, v) ∈ Y + ×W v,∑
(λ,w),(λ′,w′)∈Y +×W v
πµ,v(aλ,wbλ′,w′Z
λHw ∗ Zλ′Hw′)
is well defined, i.e that only a finite number of πµ,v(aλ,wbλ′,w′Z
λHw ∗Zλ′Hw′) are non-zero.
The key ingredient to prove this is the fact that if w ∈ W v and λ ∈ Y , the support of
Hw ∗ Zλ along Y + is in the convex hull of the u.λ, for u ≤ w for the Bruhat order (this is
Lemma 4.10).
For E ⊂ Y and i ∈ I, one sets Ri(E) = conv({E, ri(E)}) ⊂ E + Q∨. If E = {λ}, one
writes Ri(λ) for short. Let w ∈ W v, one sets Rw(λ) =
⋃
Ri1(Ri2(. . . (Rik(λ) . . .)) where the
union is taken over all the reduced writings of w.
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Remark 4.8. Let λ ∈ Y and w ∈ W v, Rw(λ) is finite. Indeed, if E is a finite set and
i ∈ I, Ri(E) is bounded and included in E+Q∨. Therefore Ri(E) is finite and by induction,
if k ∈ N∗ and i1, . . . , ik ∈ I, Ri1(Ri2(. . . (Rik(E)) . . .) is finite. As there are at most |I|l(w)
reduced writings of w, we deduce that Rw(λ) is finite.
Lemma 4.9. Let ν ∈ Y and i ∈ I. Then
Hi ∗ Zν ∈
⊕
ν′∈Ri(ν),t′∈{1,ri}
R.Zν′Ht′ .
Proof. Suppose σi = σ′i. Then by (BL4), one has
Hi ∗ Zν = Zri(ν) ∗Hi + (σi − σ−1i )Zν
1− Z−αi(ν)α∨i
1− Z−α∨i .
If αi(ν) = 0, Hi ∗ Zν = Zν ∗Hi.
If αi(ν) > 0, Hi ∗Zν = Zri(ν) ∗Hi+(σi−σ−1i )
∑αi(ν)−1
h=0 Z
ν−hα∨i and ri(ν), ν−hα∨i ∈ Ri(ν)
for all h ∈ J0, αi(ν)− 1K.
If αi(ν) < 0, Hi ∗Zν = Zri(ν) ∗Hi+ (σi− σ−1i )
∑−αi(ν)
h=1 Z
ν+hα∨i and ri(ν), ν + hα
∨
i ∈ Ri(ν)
for all h ∈ J1,−αi(ν)K.
Consequently if σi = σ
′
i, Hi ∗ Zν ∈
∑
ν′∈Ri(ν),t′∈{1,ri}R.Zν
′
Ht.
Suppose σi 6= σ′i. Then αi(Y ) = 2Z. One has
Hi ∗ Zλ = Zri(λ) ∗Hi + Zλ
(
(σi − σ−1i ) + (σ′i − σ′−1i )Z−α
∨
i
)1− Z−αi(λ)α∨i
1− Z−2α∨i
The same computations as above complete the proof.
Lemma 4.10. For all u, v ∈ W v and µ ∈ Y ,
Hu ∗ ZµHv ∈
⊕
ν∈Ru(µ),t∈[1,u].v
R.ZνHt.
Proof. We do it by induction on l(u). Let v ∈ W v and µ ∈ Y . Let k ∈ N∗ and suppose
that for all w ∈ W v such that l(w) ≤ k − 1, Hw ∗ ZµHv ∈
⊕
ν∈Rw(µ),t∈[1,w].vR.ZνHt. Let
u ∈ W v and suppose that l(u) = k. One writes u = riw, with i ∈ I and w ∈ W v such that
l(w) = k − 1. One has
Hu ∗ ZµHv = Hi ∗Hw ∗ ZµHv ∈
∑
ν∈Rw(µ),t∈[1,w].v
R.Hi ∗ ZνHt.
By Lemma 4.9,∑
ν∈Rw(µ),t∈[1,w].v
R.Hi ∗ ZνHt ⊂
∑
ν∈Rw(µ),t∈[1,w].v
∑
ν′∈Ri(ν),t′∈{1,ri}
R.Zν′ ∗Ht′ ∗Ht.
By (BL2), if t′ ∈ {1, ri} and t ∈ [1, w].v,
Ht′ ∗Ht ∈ R.Hri.t ⊕R.Ht ⊂
∑
u′∈[1,u].v
R.Hu′ ,
and the lemma follows.
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Lemma 4.11. Let u ∈ W v and µ ∈ Y . Then for all ν ∈ Ru(µ), there exists (λu′)u′≤u ∈
[0, 1]{u
′∈W v|u′≤u} such that
∑
u′≤u λu′ = 1 and ν =
∑
u′≤u λu′u
′.µ.
Proof. We do it by induction on l(u). Let k ∈ N and suppose this is true for all u having length
k. Let u˜ ∈ W v such that l(u˜) = k + 1. Let ν ∈ Ru˜(µ). Then ν ∈ Ri(ν ′) for some i ∈ I and
ν ′ ∈ Ru(µ), for some u ∈ W v having length k. One writes ν = sν ′+(1−s)ri.ν ′, with s ∈ [0, 1].
One writes ν ′ =
∑
u′≤u λu′u
′.µ. One has ν = s
∑
u′≤u λu′u
′.µ + (1 − s)∑u′≤u λu′ri.u′.µ. As
ri.u
′ ≤ u˜ for all u′ ≤ u, one gets the lemma.
Lemma 4.12. 1. Let λ, µ ∈ Y +. Then (λ+ µ)++ ≤Q∨ λ++ + µ++.
2. Let µ ∈ Y + and v ∈ W v. Then for all ν ∈ Rv(µ), ν++ ≤Q∨ µ++.
Proof. Let λ, µ ∈ Y +. Let w ∈ W v such that (λ + µ)++ = w.(λ + µ). By Lemma 2.1,
w.λ ≤Q∨ λ++ and w.µ ≤Q∨ µ++ and thus we get 1.
The point 2 is a consequence of Remark 4.8, Lemma 4.11, Lemma 2.1 and point 1.
If x =
∑
i∈I xiα
∨
i ∈ Q∨, one sets h(x) =
∑
i∈I xi. If λ ∈ Y +, we denote by wλ the element
w of W v of minimal length such that w−1.λ ∈ Cvf . One has λ = wλ.λ++ for all λ ∈ Y +.
Lemma 4.13. Let λ ∈ Y ++ and (µn) ∈ (W v.λ)N such that l(wµn)→ +∞. Then h(µn−λ)→
−∞.
Proof. The fact that h(µn − λ) is well defined is a consequence of Lemma 2.1. Suppose that
h(µn − λ) does not converge to −∞. By Lemma 2.1, h(µn − λ) ≤ 0 for all n ∈ N and thus,
maybe considering a subsequence of (µn), one can suppose that (µn) is injective and that
h(µn − λ) → k, for some k ∈ Z. Let (hi)i∈I be the dual basis of the basis (α∨i ) of Q∨ and
h = (hi)i∈I . For all i ∈ I and n ∈ N, hi(µn − λ) ≤ 0 and (h(µn − λ)) is injective. This is
absurd and thus h(µn − λ)→ −∞.
Lemma 4.14. Let λ ∈ Y ++, ν ∈ Y + and u ∈ W v. Then F = {µ ∈ W v.λ|ν ∈ Ru(µ)} is
finite.
Proof. Let N ∈ N such that for all ν ′ ∈ W v.λ satisfying l(wν′) ≥ N , h(ν ′ − λ) < h(ν − λ)
(N exists by Lemma 4.13).
Let µ ∈ F and w = wµ. One writes ν =
∑
x≤u λxx.µ, with λx ∈ [0, 1] for all x ≤ u and∑
x≤u λx = 1, which is possible by Lemma 4.11.
If u′ ≤ u, one sets v(u′) = wu′.µ. Suppose that for all u′ ≤ u, l(v(u′)) ≥ N . One has
ν − λ =
∑
u′≤u
λu′(u
′.µ− λ) =
∑
u′≤u
λu′(v(u
′).µ− λ)
and thus
h(ν − λ) =
∑
u′≤u
λu′h(v(u
′)− λ) <
∑
u′≤u
λu′h(ν − λ) = h(ν − λ),
which is absurd. Therefore, l(v(u′)) < N , for some u′ ≤ u.
One has u′.µ = v(u′).µ++, thus u′−1.v(u′).µ++ = µ and hence l(u′−1v(u′)) ≥ l(w), by
definition of w. Therefore, l(v(u′)) + l(u) ≥ l(v(u′)) + l(u′) ≥ l(w). As a consequence,
l(w) ≤ N + l(u) and thus F is finite.
Definition 4.15. A family (aj)j∈J ∈ HˆJ is said to be summable if:
• for all λ ∈ Y +, {j ∈ J |∃w ∈ W v|πw,λ(aj) 6= 0} is finite
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• ⋃j∈J supp aj is almost finite.
When (aj)j∈J ∈ HˆJ is summable, one defines
∑
j∈J aj ∈ Hˆ as follows:
∑
j∈J aj =∑
λ,w xλ,wZ
λHw where xλ,w =
∑
j∈J πλ,w(aj) for all (λ, w) ∈ Y + ×W v.
Lemma 4.16. Let (aj)j∈J ∈ (H)J , (bk)k∈K ∈ (H)K be two summable families. Then (aj ∗
bk)(j,k)∈J×K is summable. Moreover
∑
(j,k) aj ∗ bk depends only on
∑
j∈J aj and
∑
k∈K bk and
we denote it by a ∗ b, if a =∑j∈J aj and b =∑k∈K bk.
Proof. For j ∈ J , k ∈ K, one writes
aj =
∑
(λ,u)∈Y +×W v
xj,λ,uZ
λHu, bk =
∑
(µ,v)∈Y +×W v
yk,µ,vZ
µHv.
If (u, µ, v) ∈ W v × Y × W v, one denotes by (zu,µ,vν,t )ν∈Ru(µ),t∈[1,u].v ∈ RRu(µ)×([1,u].v) the
family such that
Hu ∗ ZµHv =
∑
ν∈Ru(µ),t∈[1,u].v
zu,µ,vν,t Z
νHt,
which exists by Lemma 4.10. One has
aj ∗ bk =
∑
(λ,u),(µ,v)∈Y +×W v, ν∈Ru(µ), t∈[1,u].v
xj,λ,uyk,µ,vz
u,µ,v
ν,t Z
λ+νHt.
As a consequence, if Saj =
⋃
u∈suppWvaj [1, u] and S
b
k =
⋃
v∈suppWv bk [1, v],
suppW v(aj ∗ bk) ⊂ Saj .Sbk.
Thus
SW v :=
⋃
(j′,k′)∈J×K
suppW v(aj′ ∗ bk′) ⊂ (
⋃
j′∈J
Saj′).(
⋃
k′∈K
Sbk′)
is finite.
Let (ρ, s) ∈ Y + ×W v. One has
πρ,s(aj ∗ bk) =
∑
(λ,u)∈Y +×W v,(µ,v)∈Y +×W v, ν∈Ru(µ), λ+ν=ρ
xj,λ,uyk,µ,vz
u,µ,v
ν,s
Let S =
⋃
j∈J supp aj ∪
⋃
k∈K supp bk and SY = πY (S), where πY : Y ×W v → Y is the
projection on the first coordinate. By hypothesis, S and SY are almost finite.
Let k ∈ N and κ1, . . . , κk ∈ Y ++ such that for all λ ∈ SY , λ++ ≤Q∨ κi, for some i ∈ J1, kK.
Let F (ρ) = {(λ, ν) ∈ SY × Y +| ∃(µ, u) ∈ SY × SW v |ν ∈ Ru(µ), and λ + ν = ρ}.
Let (λ, ν) ∈ F (ρ), (µ, u) ∈ SY × SW v such that ν ∈ Ru(µ). By Lemma 4.12, one has
λ ≤Q∨ λ++ ≤Q∨ κi and ν ≤Q∨ µ++ ≤Q∨ κj for some i, j ∈ J1, kK. Therefore, F (ρ) is finite.
Let F ′(ρ) = {µ ∈ SY | ∃(u, λ, ν) ∈ SW v × F (ρ)|ν ∈ Ru(µ)}. Let µ ∈ F ′(ρ) and (u, λ, ν) ∈
SW v × F (ρ) such that ν ∈ Ru(µ). Then by Lemma 4.12, ν++ ≤Q∨ µ++ ≤Q∨ κi, for some
i ∈ J1, kK. As a consequence, F ′(ρ)++ is finite and by Lemma 4.14, F ′(ρ) is finite.
If λ ∈ Y +, one sets J(λ) = {j ∈ J | ∃u ∈ W v| xj,λ,u 6= 0} and K(λ) = {k ∈
K| ∃u ∈ W v| yk,λ,u 6= 0}. Let F1(ρ) = {λ ∈ Y +| ∃ν ∈ Y +| (λ, ν) ∈ F (ρ)} and L(ρ) =⋃
(λ,µ)∈F1(ρ)×F ′(ρ) J(λ)×K(µ). Then L(ρ) is finite and for all (j, k) ∈ J ×K, πρ,s(aj ∗ bk) 6= 0
implies that (j, k) ∈ L(ρ).
Let (ρ, s) ∈ ⋃(j,k)∈J×K supp(aj∗bk). Then there exist (λ, µ) ∈ S2Y , u ∈ SW v and ν ∈ Ru(µ)
such that λ + ν = ρ. Thus ρ++ ≤Q∨ λ++ + µ++ ≤Q∨ κi + κi′ for some i, i′ ∈ J1, kK.
Consequently,
⋃
(j,k)∈J×K supp(aj ∗ bk) is almost finite and (aj ∗ bk) is summable.
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Moreover,
πρ,s(
∑
(j,k)∈J×K
aj ∗ bk) =
∑
(λ,u)∈Y +×W v,(µ,v)∈Y +×W v,ν∈Ru(µ),λ+ν=ρ
( ∑
(j,k)∈J×K
xj,λ,uyk,µ,vz
u,µ,v
ν,s
)
=
∑
(λ,u)∈Y +×W v,(µ,v)∈Y +×W v,ν∈Ru(µ),λ+ν=ρ
xλ,uyµ,vz
u,µ,v
ν,s
,
where a =
∑
(λ,u)∈Y +×W v xλ,uZ
λHu and b =
∑
(µ,v)∈Y +×W v yµ,vZ
µHv, which completes the
proof.
Theorem 4.17. The convolution ∗ equips Hˆ with a structure of associative algebra.
Proof. By Lemma 4.16, (Hˆ, ∗) is an algebra. The associativity comes from Lemma 4.16 and
from the associativity of H.
Definition 4.18. The algebra Hˆ = HˆR is the completed Iwahori-Hecke algebra of
(A, (σi)i∈I , (σ′i)i∈I) over R.
Example 4.19. Let I be a masure and suppose that I is thick of finite thickness and
that a group G acts strongly transitively on I. Let i ∈ I and Pi (resp. P ′i ) be a panel
of {x ∈ A| αi(x) = 0} (resp.{x ∈ A| αi(x) = 1}). One denotes by 1 + qi (resp. 1 + q′i)
the number of chambers containing Pi (resp. P
′
i ). One sets σi =
√
qi and σ
′
i =
√
q′i for
all i ∈ I. Then (σi)i∈I , (σ′i)i∈I satisfy the conditions of the beginning of Section 4 and the
completed Iwahori-Hecke algebra over R associated to (A, (σi)i∈I , (σ′i)i∈I) is the completed
Iwahori-Hecke algebra of I over R.
4.5 Center of Iwahori-Hecke algebras
In this subsection, we determine the center Z(Hˆ) of Hˆ. For this we adapt the proof of
Theorem 1.4 of [NR03].
4.5.1 Completed Bernstein-Lusztig bimodule
In order to determine Z(Hˆ), we would to like compute Zµ ∗ z ∗Z−µ if z ∈ Z(Hˆ) and µ ∈ Y +.
However, left and right multiplication by Zµ is defined in Hˆ only when µ ∈ Y +. We need
to extend this multiplication to arbitrary µ ∈ Y in a compatible way with the multiplication
in Hˆ. Obviously, multiplication by Zµ cannot stabilize Hˆ (because Zµ ∗ 1 = Zµ /∈ Hˆ if
µ ∈ Y \Y +). Thus we define a “completion” BLH of BLH containing Hˆ. We do not equip
BLH with a structure of algebra but we equip it with a structure of Y -bimodule compatible
with the convolution product on Hˆ.
If a = (aλ,w) ∈ RY×W v , one writes a =
∑
(λ,w)∈Y×W v aλ,wZ
λHw. The support of a along
W v is {w ∈ W v| ∃λ ∈ Y | aλ,w 6= 0} and is denoted suppW v(a).
Let BLH = {a ∈ RW v×Y | suppW v(a) is finite }. If (ρ, s) ∈ Y ×W v, one defines πρ,s :
BLH → R by πρ,s(
∑
(λ,w)∈Y×W v aλ,wZ
λHw) = aρ,s for all
∑
(λ,w)∈Y×W v aλ,wZ
λHw ∈ BLH.
One considers Hˆ as a subspace of BLH.
Definition 4.20. A family (aj)j∈J ∈ (BLH)J is said to be summable if:
• for all (s, ρ) ∈ W v × Y, {j ∈ J | πs,ρ(aj) 6= 0} is finite
• ⋃j∈J suppW v(aj) is finite.
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When (aj)j∈J is summable, one defines
∑
j∈J aj ∈ BLH by∑
j∈J
aj =
∑
(λ,w)∈Y×W v
aλ,wZ
λHw,
with aλ,w =
∑
j∈J πλ,w(aj) for all (λ, w) ∈ Y ×W v.
Lemma 4.21. Let (aj) ∈ (BLH)J be a summable family of BLH, µ ∈ Y and a =
∑
j∈J aj.
Then (aj ∗ Zµ) and (Zµ ∗ aj) are summable and
∑
j∈J aj ∗ Zµ,
∑
j∈J Z
µ ∗ aj depends on a
(and µ), but not on the choice of the family (aj)j∈J .
One sets a ∗ Zµ =∑j∈J aj ∗Zµ and Zµ ∗ a =∑j∈J Zµ ∗aj. Then this convolution equips
BLH with a structure of Y -bimodule.
Proof. Let S =
⋃
j∈J suppW v(aj). If (λ, w) ∈ Y ×W v, one sets J(λ, w) = {j ∈ J |πλ,w(aj) 6=
0}.
Let (ρ, s) ∈ Y × W v. Let j ∈ J . One has πρ,s(Zµ ∗ aj) = πρ−µ,s(aj), therefore⋃
j∈J suppW v(Z
µ∗aj) =
⋃
j∈J suppW v(aj) = S is finite and {j ∈ J | πρ,s(Zµ∗aj) 6= 0} = J(ρ−
µ, s) is finite. Consequently (Zµ ∗ aj) is summable. Moreover πρ,s(
∑
j∈J Z
µ ∗ aj) = πρ−µ,s(a),
which depends only on a.
Let w ∈ W v. By Lemma 4.10, there exists (zwν,t)(ν,t)∈Rw(µ)×[1,w] ∈ RRw(µ)×[1,w] such that
Hw ∗ Zµ =
∑
ν∈Rw(µ),t∈[1,w]
zwν,tZ
νHt.
Let j ∈ J . One writes aj =
∑
(λ,w)∈Y×W v aj,λ,wZ
λHw, with (aj,λ,w) ∈ RY×W v .
One has:
πρ,s(aj ∗ Zµ) = πρ,s
( ∑
(λ,w)∈Y×S
aj,λ,wZ
λHw ∗ Zµ
)
= πρ,s
( ∑
(λ,w)∈Y×S
( ∑
ν∈Rw(µ),t∈[1,w]
aj,λ,wz
w
ν,tZ
ν+λHt
))
=
∑
(λ,w)∈Y×S
( ∑
ν∈Rw(µ),ν+λ=ρ
aj,λ,wz
w
ν,s
)
.
Let Fρ,s = {j ∈ J |πρ,s(aj ∗Zµ) 6= 0}. Then Fρ,s ⊂
⋃
w∈S,ν∈Rw(µ) J(ρ−ν, w), which is finite.
Moreover suppW v(aj ∗Zµ) ⊂
⋃
w∈S[1, w] and thus
⋃
j∈J suppW v(aj ∗Zµ) is finite: (aj ∗Zµ) is
summable. One has:
πρ,s(
∑
j∈J
aj ∗ Zµ) =
∑
j∈J
( ∑
(λ,w)∈Y×S
( ∑
ν∈Rw(µ),ν+λ=ρ
aj,λ,wz
w
ν,s
))
=
∑
(λ,w)∈Y×S
( ∑
ν∈Rw(µ),ν+λ=ρ
(∑
j∈J
aj,λ,wz
w
ν,s
))
=
∑
(λ,w)∈Y×S
∑
ν∈Rw(µ),ν+λ=ρ
aλ,wz
w
ν,s,
if a =
∑
(λ,w)∈Y×W v aλ,wZ
λHw.
Let b, µ, µ′ ∈ Y . It remains to show that Zµ ∗ (Zµ′ ∗ b) = (Zµ+µ′) ∗ b, (b ∗ Zµ) ∗ Zµ′ =
b ∗ (Zµ+µ′) and Zµ ∗ (b ∗ Zµ′) = (Zµ ∗ b) ∗ Zµ′ . One writes b =∑(w,λ)∈W v×Y bw,λZλHw and
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one applies the first part of the lemma with J = W v × Y , using the fact that if x ∈ BLH,
Zµ ∗ (Zµ′ ∗ x) = (Zµ+µ′) ∗ x, (x ∗ Zµ) ∗Zµ′ = x ∗ (Zµ+µ′) and Zµ ∗ (x ∗ Zµ′) = (Zµ ∗ x) ∗Zµ′ ,
which is a consequence of the associativity of (BLH, ∗).
Corollary 4.22. Let a ∈ Hˆ and µ ∈ Y +. Then Zµ ∗ a = Zµ ∗ a and a ∗ Zµ = a ∗ Zµ.
4.5.2 Center of Iwahori-Hecke algebras
We now write ∗ instead of ∗. Let Z(Hˆ) be the center of Hˆ.
Lemma 4.23. Let a ∈ Z(Hˆ) and µ ∈ Y . Then a ∗ Zµ = Zµ ∗ a.
Proof. One writes µ = µ+ − µ−, with µ+, µ− ∈ Y +.
One has Zµ− ∗ (Z−µ− ∗ a) = a and Zµ− ∗ (a ∗Z−µ−) = a. Therefore Z−µ− ∗ a = a ∗Z−µ−.
Consequently, Zµ ∗ a = Zµ+ ∗ a ∗ Z−µ− = a ∗ Zµ.
Let w ∈ W v. Let BLHw = {
∑
(λ,v)∈Y ×W v aλ,vZ
λHv ∈ BLH | aλ,v 6= 0 ⇒ v  w},
Hˆw = Hˆ ∩ BLHw, BLH=w = {
∑
(λ,v)∈Y ×W v aλ,vZ
λHv ∈ BLH | aλ,v 6= 0 ⇒ w = v} and
Hˆ=w = Hˆ ∩ BLH=w.
Lemma 4.24. Let w ∈ W v. Then :
1. For all λ ∈ Y ,
- BLHw ∗ Zλ ⊂ BLHw
- Zλ ∗ BLHw ⊂ BLHw
- Zλ ∗ BLH=w ⊂ BLH=w
2. Let λ ∈ Y . Then there exists S ∈ BLHw such that Hw ∗ Zλ = Zw(λ)Hw + S.
Proof. This is a consequence of Theorem 6.2 of [BPGR16] or of Lemma 4.10 and of Lemma 4.21.
Lemma 4.25. One has Z(H) = Z(Hˆ) ∩ H.
Proof. Let a ∈ Z(H). Then a ∗ZλHw = ZλHw ∗ a for all (λ, w) ∈ Y ×W v. By Lemma 4.16,
a ∈ Z(Hˆ). The other inclusion is clear.
Let A1, . . . , Ar be the indecomposable components of the matrix A. Let J
f be the set of
j ∈ J1, rK such that Aj is of finite type (see Theorem 4.3 of [Kac94]) and J∞ = J1, rK\Jf .
Let Af =
⊕
j∈Jf Aj. If j ∈ J1, rK, one sets Aj,in =
⋂
φ∈Φj ker φ, where Φj is the root system
of Aj. One sets A∞in =
⊕
j∈J∞ Aj,in, Y
f = Y ∩ Af and Y ∞in = Y ∩ A∞in.
The following theorem is a generalization of a well-known theorem of Bernstein, whose
first published version seems to be Theorem 8.1 of [Lus83]. A part of the proof is postponed
at the end of Section 5 where we study the orbits of A under the action of W v.
Theorem 4.26. 1. The center Z(Hˆ) of Hˆ is R[[Y ]]W v.
2. The center Z(H) of H is R[Y f ⊕ Y ∞in ].
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Proof. We first prove 1. Let z ∈ R[[Y ]]W v ⊂ Hˆ, z = ∑λ∈Y + aλZλ. Let i ∈ I. One
has z = x + y, with x =
∑
λ∈Y +|αi(λ)=0 aλZ
λ and y =
∑
λ∈Y +|αi(λ)>0 aλ(Z
λ + Zri(λ)). As
Hi ∗ x = x ∗Hi and Hi ∗ y = y ∗Hi, we get that z ∈ Z(Hˆ) and thus R[[Y ]]W v ⊂ Z(Hˆ).
Let z ∈ Z(Hˆ). One writes z = ∑λ∈Y,w∈W v cλ,wZλHw ∈ BLH. Suppose that there exists
w ∈ W v\{1} such that for some λ ∈ Y , πλ,w(z) 6= 0. Let m ∈ W v maximal (for the Bruhat
order) for this property. One writes z = x + y with x ∈ Hˆ=m and y ∈ Hˆm. One writes
x =
∑
λ∈Y cλ,mZ
λHm. By and Lemma 4.23 and Lemma 4.24, if µ ∈ Y ,
z = Zµ ∗ z ∗ Z−µ =
∑
λ∈Y
cλ,mZ
λ+µ−m(µ)Hm + y′,
with y′ ∈ BLHm.
By projecting on BLH=m, we get that x =
∑
λ∈Y cλ,mZ
λ+µ−m(µ)Hm ∈ Hˆ=m. Let J ⊂ Y
finite such that for all (w, λ) ∈ W v × Y , cλ,w 6= 0 implies that there exists ν ∈ J such that
λ ≤ ν. Let γ ∈ Y such that cγ,m 6= 0. For all µ ∈ Y , one has πγ+µ−m(µ),m(z) 6= 0 therefore
γ + µ −m(µ) ≤Q∨ ν(µ) for some ν(µ) ∈ J for all µ ∈ Y . Let µ ∈ Y ∩ Cvf . Let ν ∈ J such
that for some σ : N→ N such that σ(n)→ +∞, γ+ σ(n)(µ−m(µ)) ≤Q∨ ν for all n ∈ N. In
particular γ + σ(1)(µ−m(µ))− ν ∈ Q∨. By Lemma 2.1, µ −m(µ) ∈ Q∨+\{0} and thus for
n large enough γ + σ(n)(µ−m(µ)) = γ + σ(1)(µ−m(µ)) + (σ(n)− σ(1))(µ−m(µ)) >Q∨ ν,
which is absurd. Therefore Z(Hˆ) ⊂ R[[Y ]].
Let z ∈ Z(Hˆ). One writes z = ∑λ∈Y cλZλ. Let w ∈ W v. By Lemma 4.24, one has
Hwz =
∑
λ∈Y Z
w(λ)Hw + y, with y ∈ BLHw. But Hw ∗ z = z ∗ Hw =
∑
λ∈Y cλZ
λHw. By
projecting on Hˆ=w, we get that
∑
λ∈Y cλZ
w(λ)Hw =
∑
λ∈Y cλZ
λHw. Therefore, z ∈ R[[Y ]]W v .
To prove 2, Lemma 4.25 shows that Z(H) = H ∩ R[[Y ]]W v . We then use Corollary 5.21
to conclude.
Module over the center WhenW v is finite, it is well known thatH is a finitely generated
Z(H)-module. Suppose that W v is infinite and let Z = Z(Hˆ). Then Hˆ is not finitely
generated as Z-module. Indeed, let J be a finite set and (hj) ∈ HˆJ . Then for all (aj) ∈ ZJ ,
suppW v(
∑
j∈J ajhj) ⊂
⋃
j∈J suppW v(hj) (W
v and thus (hj) does not span Hˆ.
4.6 Case of a reductive group
In this subsection, we study the case where G is reductive.
In [GR14], an almost finite set is a set E such that E ⊂ (⋃ki=1 yi − Q∨+) ∩ Y ++ for some
y1, . . . , yk ∈ Y . If G is reductive, then such a set is finite. Indeed the Kac-Moody matrix
A of 2.1.1 is a Cartan matrix: it satisfies condition (FIN) of Theorem 4.3 of [Kac94]. In
particular, Y ++ ⊂ Q∨+ ⊕ Ain, where Ain =
⋂
i∈I kerαi, which proves our claim.
However, the algebra Hˆ that we define is different from H even in the reductive case. If
G is reductive, T = A and thus Y + = Y . For instance, ∑µ∈Q∨
+
Z−µ ∈ Hˆ\H.
Proposition 4.27. Let R be a ring. Then R[[Y ]]W
v
= R[Y ]W
v
if and only if W v is finite.
Proof. Suppose that W v is infinite. Let y ∈ Y ∩ Cvf . Then
∑
w∈W v e
w.y ∈ R[[Y ]]W v\R[Y ]W v .
Suppose that W v is finite. Let w0 be the longest element of W
v. By the paragraph
after Theorem of Section 1.8 of [Hum92], w0.Q
∨
+ = Q
∨
−. Let E ⊂ Y be an almost finite set
invariant under the action ofW v. One has E ⊂ ⋃j∈J yj−Q∨+ for some finite set J . Therefore
E = w0.E ⊂
⋃
j∈J w0.yj + Q
∨
+. Consequently, for all x ∈ E, there exists j, j′ ∈ J such that
w0.yj′ ≤Q∨ x ≤Q∨ yj and hence E is finite, which completes the proof.
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By Theorem 8.1 of [Lus83] and Theorem 4.26, when W v is finite, one has:
Z(Hˆ) = R[Y ]W v = Z(H).
5 Hecke algebra associated to a parahoric subgroup
In this section, we associate Hecke algebras to subgroups more general than K = KI (the
Iwahori subgroup). This generalizes constructions of [BKP16] and [BPGR16].
5.1 Motivation from the reductive case
This subsection uses I 3.3 of [Vig96]. Assume that G is reductive and let K be an open
compact subgroup of G. Let Zc(G/K) be the space of functions from G to Z which are
K-invariant under right multiplication and have compact support. One defines an action of
G on this set as follows: g.f(x) = f(g.x) for all g ∈ G, f ∈ Zc(G/K) and x ∈ G/K. The
Hecke algebra of G relative to K is the algebra H(G,K) = EndGZc(G/K) of G-equivariant
endomorphisms of Zc(G/K). Let Zc(G//K) be the ring of functions from G to Z, with
compact support, which are invariant under the action of K on the left and on the right. We
have an isomorphism of Z-modules Υ : H(G,K)→ Zc(G//K) defined by Υ(φ) = φ(1K) for
all φ ∈ H(G,K). Therefore, H(G,K) is a free Z-algebra, with canonical basis (eg)g∈K\G/K ,
where eg = 1KgK for all g ∈ G. If R is a commutative ring, one defines HR(G,K) =
H(G,K)⊗Z R: this is the Hecke algebra over R of G relative to K.
If g, g′ ∈ K\G/K, egeg′ =
∑
g′′∈K\G/K m(g, g
′; g′′)eg′′ , where
m(g, g′; g′′) = |(KgK ∩ g′′Kg′−1K)/K|
for all g′′ ∈ K\G/K (m(g, g′; g′′) 6= 0 implies Kg′′K ⊂ KgKg′K for all g, g′, g′′ ∈ K\G/K).
We no more suppose G to be reductive. We want to define Hecke algebras relative to
some subgroups of G. As there is (up to now ?) no topology on G similar to the topology
of reductive groups, we cannot define “open compact” in G. However we can still define
special parahoric subgroups, which are fixers of type 0 faces (whose vertices are in G.0) in
the masure I. Let K = KF be the fixer in G of some type 0 face F such that F0 ⊂ F ⊂ C+0 ,
where F0 = F
l(0,Ain) and C
+
0 = F (0, C
v
f ). Using the method of Bardy-Panse, Gaussent and
Rousseau of [GR14] and [BPGR16], we view the (KgK ∩ g′′Kg′−1K)/K as intersections of
“spheres” in I. We prove that when F is spherical, these intersections are finite. We then
define the Hecke algebra FH of G relative to K as follows: FH is the free module over Z
with basis eg = 1KgK, g ∈ G+, where G+ = {g ∈ G|g.0 ≥ 0}, with convolution product
eg ∗ e′g =
∑
g′′∈K\G+/K m(g, g
′; g′′)eg′′ , where m(g, g′; g′′) = |(KgK ∩ g′′Kg′−1K)/K| for all
g′′ ∈ K\G+/K. To prove that this formula indeed defines an algebra, we need to prove
finiteness results. We prove these results by using the fact that they are true when F is a
type 0 chamber, which was proved by Bardy-Panse, Gaussent and Rousseau to define the
Iwahori-Hecke algebra, and the fact that the number of type 0 chambers dominating F is
finite. The reason why one uses G+ instead of G is linked to the fact that two points are
not always in a same apartment. This was already done in [BK11], [GR14], [BKP16] and
[BPGR16].
We also prove that when F is a type 0 face such that F0 ⊂ F ⊂ C+0 , F 6= F0 is non-
spherical, there exists g ∈ G such that (KgK∩g′′Kg′−1K)/K is infinite and thus this method
fails to associate a Hecke algebra to F .
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5.2 Distance and spheres associated to a type 0 face
In this subsection, we define an “F -distance” (or a WF -distance, where WF is the fixer of F
in W v) for each type 0 face F between F0 and C
+
0 , generalizing the W
v-distance of [GR14]
and the W -distance of [BPGR16].
If A (resp. A′) is an apartment of I, E1, . . . , Ek (resp. E ′1, . . . , E ′k) are subsets or filters
of A (resp. A′), the notation φ : (A,E1, . . . , Ek) 7→ (A′, E ′1, . . . , E ′k) means that φ is an
isomorphism from A to A′ induced by an element of G and that φ(Ei) = E ′i for all i ∈ J1, kK.
When we do not want to precise A and A′, we write φ : (E1, . . . , Ek)→ (E ′1, . . . , E ′k).
Let F be type 0 face of I such that F ⊂ C+0 . Let WF (resp. KF ) be the fixer of F in W v
(resp. in G). Let ∆F = G.F . We have a bijection Υ : G/KF → ∆F mapping each g.KF to
g.F .
If F1, F2 ∈ ∆F , one writes F1 ≤ F2 if a1 ≤ a2, where a1 and a2 are the vertices of F1 and
F2. One denotes by ∆F ×≤ ∆F the set {(F1, F2) ∈ ∆2F |F1 ≤ F2}.
Definition/Proposition 5.1. If F ′ ∈ ∆F such that F ′ ⊂ A, one sets [F ′] = WF .F ′.
Let (F1, F2) ∈ ∆F ×≤ ∆F . Then there exists an apartment A containing F1 and F2 and
an isomorphism φ : (A, F1) 7→ (A, F ). One sets dF (F1, F2) = [φ(F2)]. This does not depend
on the choices we made.
Proof. Proposition 5.1 of [Rou11] yields the existence of A.
By definition, F1 = g.F for some g ∈ G. Let A′ = g.A. By (MA2), there exists
ψ : (A, F1) 7→ (A′, F1) and if ψ′ = g|A
′
|A , then φ := ψ
′−1 ◦ ψ : (A, F1) 7→ (A, F ): φ has the
desired property.
Suppose A1 is an apartment containing F1, F2 and φ1 : (A1, F1) 7→ (A, F ). By Theorem
5.18 of [Héb17a], there exists f : (A, F1, F2) 7→ (A1, F1, F2). Then one has the following
commutative diagram:
(A, F1, F2)
φ

f
// (A1, F1, F2)
φ1

(A, F, φ(F2)) // (A, F, φ1(F2)),
and the lower horizontal arrow is in WF , which completes the proof.
Remark 5.2. 1. Suppose that F = F0. Using the natural bijection ∆F0 ≃ I0, where
I0 = G.0 and Y ++ ≃ Y +/W v, we get that dF0 is the “vectorial distance” dv of [GR14].
Suppose that F = C+0 . Then WC+
0
= {1}. One has [C] = {C} for all C ∈ ∆C+
0
.
Therefore the distance dC
+
0 is the distance dW of [BPGR16], by identifying each element
w of W to the type 0 chamber w.C+0 .
2. We did not assume F to be spherical, which is the most important case for us. When
F is spherical, one can use Proposition 1.10c) of [BPGR16], instead of Theorem 5.18 of
[Héb17a] in the proof of Definition/Proposition 5.1. When F is not spherical, we will
only use the F -distance for pairs of type 0 faces based at the same vertex. Therefore
we could use Proposition 5.2 of [Rou11] instead of Theorem 5.18 of [Héb17a].
Let ∆A≥F = {E ∈ ∆F |E ⊂ A and E ≥ F}. Let [∆F ] = {[F ′]|F ′ ∈ ∆A≥F}. If E ∈ ∆F and
[R] ∈ [∆F ], one sets SF (E, [R]) = {E ′ ∈ ∆F |E ′ ≥ E and dF (E,E ′) = [R]} and SFop(E, [R]) =
{E ′ ∈ ∆F |E ′ ≤ E and dF (E ′, E) = [R]}. If E ∈ ∆A≥F , one chooses gE ∈ N such that
E = gE.F . Such a gE exists: let g ∈ G such that E = g.F and A = g.A. By (MA2) and
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2.2.1) of [Rou11], there exists φ : (A, g.F ) 7→ (A, g.F ). Let ψ = g|A|A . Then φ ◦ ψ ∈ N and
φ ◦ ψ(F ) = φ(E) = E.
Lemma 5.3. Let [R] ∈ [∆F ] and Υ : G/KF ∼→ ∆F . Then Υ−1(SF (F, [R])) = KF gRKF/KF
and Υ−1(SFop(F, [R])) = KFg−1R KF/KF .
Proof. Let E ∈ SF (F, [R]). Then there exists g ∈ KF such that g.E = R = gR.F . Thus
Υ−1(E) ∈ KF gRKF/KF . Let x ∈ KFgRKF , x = k1gRk2, with k1, k2 ∈ KF . Then Υ(x) =
k1gR.F = k1.R. As d
F is G-invariant, dF (k1.F, k1.R) = d
F (F,R) = dF (F, k1.R), and thus
x ∈ Υ−1(SF (F, [R])). The proof of the second statement is similar.
5.3 Hecke algebra associated to a spherical type 0 face
In this subsection we define the Hecke algebra associated to a spherical type 0 face F between
F0 and C
+
0 (or to KF ).
Let C,C ′ be two positive type 0 chambers based at some x ∈ I0. One identifies the type
0 chambers of A whose vertex are in Y + and W . Then dW (C,C ′)(=dC
+
0 (C,C ′)) is in W v.
One sets d(C,C ′) = l(dW (C,C ′)).
Lemma 5.4. Let C be a positive type 0 chamber of I, n ∈ N and x be the vertex of C. Let
Bn(C) be the set of positive type 0 chambers C ′ of I based at x and such that d(C,C ′) ≤ n.
Then Bn(C) is finite.
Proof. We do it by induction on n. The set B1(F ′) is finite for all F ′ ∈ G.C+0 because I is of
finite thickness. Let n ∈ N. Suppose that Bk(F ′) is finite for all k ≤ n and F ′ ∈ G.C+0 . Let
C ′ ∈ Bn+1(C). Let A be an apartment containing C ′ and C, which exists by Proposition 5.1
of [Rou11] and φ : A → A be an isomorphism of apartments such that φ(C) = C+0 . One
has φ(C ′) = w.C+0 , with w ∈ W v and l(w) = n + 1. Let w˜ ∈ W v such that l(w˜) = n
and d(w˜.C+0 , φ(C
′)) = 1. Let C˜ = φ−1(w˜.C+0 ). Then d(C, C˜) = 1 and thus Bn+1(C) ⊂⋃
C′′∈Bn(C)B1(C
′′), which is finite.
Type of a type 0 face Let F vA be the set of positive vectorial faces of A and F0A be the
set of positive type 0 faces of A based at 0.
Lemma 5.5. The map f : F vA → F0A mapping each F v ∈ F vA on F l(0, F v) is a bijection.
Proof. By definition of local faces, f is surjective. Let F v1 , F
v
2 ∈ F vA such that F v1 6= F v2 . As
0 is special, F v1 ∈ f(F v1 ) and F v2 ∈ f(F v2 ). As F v1 ∩ F v2 = ∅, f(F v1 ) 6= f(F v2 ) (for otherwise,
one would have ∅ ∈ f(F v1 )) and thus f is a bijection.
Let F be a positive type 0 face of I. One has F = g1.F1 for some type 0 face F1 ≤ C+0 .
Let J ⊂ I such that F1 = F l(0, F v(J)) (see Subsection 2.1.2 for the definition of F v(J)). The
type of F , denoted type(F ) is J and it is well-defined. Indeed, suppose F = g2.F l(0, F v(J2)),
for some g2 ∈ G and J2 ⊂ I. Let g = g−12 .g1. One has F l(0, F v(J)) = g.F l(0, F v(J2)). By
(MA2) and 2.2.1) of [Rou11], one can suppose that g ∈ N , thus g|A ∈ W v and by Lemma 5.5,
F v(J) = g.F v(J2). By Section 1.3 of [Rou11] J = J2 and the type is well defined.
The type is invariant under the action of G and if C is a type 0 chamber, there exists
exactly one sub-face of C of type J for each J ⊂ I.
We now fix a spherical type 0 face F between F0 and C
+
0 .
Lemma 5.6. Let F ′ ∈ ∆F and CF ′ be the set of type 0 chambers of I containing F ′. Then
CF ′ is finite.
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Proof. We fix C ∈ CF ′. Let x be the vertex of C and C ′ ∈ CF ′. Let A be an apartment
containing C and C ′ (such an apartment exists by Proposition 5.1 of [Rou11]). We identify
A and A and we fix the origin of A in x. There exists w ∈ W v such that C ′ = w.C. Let
J be the type of F ′. Then w.F ′ is the face of C ′ of type J and thus w.F ′ = F ′. Therefore
w ∈ WF ′ where WF ′ is the fixer of F ′ in W v. Therefore d(C,C ′) ≤ max{l(x)| x ∈ WF ′} (WF ′
is finite by definition of spherical). Lemma 5.4 concludes the proof.
Lemma 5.7. Let (E1, E2), (E ′1, E
′
2) ∈ ∆F ×≤∆F . Then dF (E1, E2) = dF (E ′1, E ′2) if and only
if there exists an isomorphism φ : (E1, E2) 7→ (E ′1, E ′2).
Proof. Suppose that dF (E1, E2) = dF (E ′1, E
′
2) = [R]. Let ψ : (E1, E2) 7→ (F,R) and ψ′ :
(E ′1, E
′
2) 7→ (F,R). Then φ = ψ′−1 ◦ ψ : (E1, E2) 7→ (E ′1, E ′2).
Suppose that there exists an isomorphism φ : (E1, E2) 7→ (E ′1, E ′2). Let R ∈ dF (E1, E2)
and ψ : (E1, E2) 7→ (F,R). Then φ−1 ◦ ψ : (E ′1, E ′2) 7→ (F,R) and thus dF (E ′1, E ′2) = [R] =
dF (E1, E2), which proves the lemma.
Lemma 5.8. Let (F1, F2) ∈ ∆F ×≤ ∆F and r := dF (F1, F2). Let R ∈ ∆A≥F such that
r =WF .R = [R]. Then if C1, C2 are two type 0 chambers dominating F1 and F2, dW (C1, C2) ∈
CA(r) where CA(r) is the set of chambers of A containing an element of r =WF .R. Moreover
CA(r) is finite.
Proof. Let A be an apartment containing C1 and C2 and φ : (A,C1) 7→ (A, C+0 ). Then φ(F1)
is the face of C+0 of type type(F ): φ(F1) = F . Therefore φ(F2) ∈ WF .R = r and thus
dW (C1, C2) ∈ CA(r).
Using the type, we get that if w ∈ WF , the set of type 0 chambers of A containing w.R is
in bijection with the fixer of R in W , which is conjugated to WF and the lemma follows.
Lemma 5.9. Let (F1, F2) ∈ ∆F×≤∆F and r1, r2 ∈ [∆F ]. Then the set SF (F1, r1)∩SFop(F2, r2)
is finite. Its cardinal depends only on r1, r2 and r := dF (F1, F2) and we denote it by arr1,r2.
Proof. Let S be the set of type 0 chambers containing an element of SF (F1, r1)∩SFop(F2, r2).
Let C1 (resp. C2) be a type 0 chamber containing F1 (resp. F2).
By Lemma 5.8, if C ∈ S, one has dW (C1, C) ∈ CA(r1) and dW (C,C2) ∈ CA(r2). Conse-
quently,
S ⊂
⋃
w1∈CA(r1),w2∈CA(r2)
{C ∈ C+0 | C1 ≤ C ≤ C2, dW (C1, C) = w1 and dW (C,C2) = w2}.
By Lemma 5.8 and Proposition 2.3 of [BPGR16], S is finite. Hence
SF (F1, r1) ∩ SFop(F2, r2)
is finite.
It remains to prove the invariance of the cardinal. Let (F ′1, F
′
2) ∈ ∆F ×≤ ∆F such that
dF (F ′1, F
′
2) = r and φ : (F1, F2) 7→ (F ′1, F ′2), which exists by Lemma 5.7. Then SF (F ′1, r1) ∩
SFop(F ′2, r2) = φ
(SF (F1, r1) ∩ SFop(F2, r2)), which proves the lemma.
Lemma 5.10. Let r1, r2 ∈ [∆F ] and
Pr1,r2 := {dF (F1, F2)|(F1, F ′, F2) ∈ ∆F ×≤ ∆F ×≤ ∆F , dF (F1, F ′) = r1 and dF (F ′, F2) = r2}.
Then Pr1,r2 is finite.
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Proof. Let E be the set of triples (C1, C ′, C2) of type 0 chambers such that for some faces
F1, F
′ and F2 (with F1 ⊂ C1, ...) of these chambers, dF (F1, F ′) = r1 and dF (F ′, F2) = r2.
Let (C1, C
′, C2) ∈ E . By Lemma 5.8, dW (C1, C ′) ∈ CA(r1) and dW (C ′, C2) ∈ CA(r2).
Therefore,
P := {dW (C1, C2)|(C1, C ′, C2) ∈ E} ⊂
⋃
w1∈CA(r1),w2∈CA(r2)
P
w1,w2,
where the P
w1,w2 are as in Proposition 2.2 of [BPGR16] (or in the statement of this lemma).
Thus P is finite.
Let (F1, F
′, F2) ∈ ∆F ×≤∆F ×≤∆F such that dF (F1, F ′) = r1 and dF (F ′, F2) = r2. Then
F1 and F2 are some faces of C1 and C2, for some (C1, C
′, C2) ∈ E . The distance dF (F1, F2) is
WF .F
′′ for some face F ′′ of dW (C1, C2), which proves the lemma.
Let R be a unitary and commutative ring (we do not make the additional assumptions
of Section 4 on R) and let FH = FHIR be the set of functions from G\∆F ×≤ ∆F to R. Let
r ∈ [∆F ]. One defines Tr : ∆F ×≤ ∆F → R by Tr(F1, F2) = δdF (F1,F2),r for all (F1, F2) ∈
∆F ×≤ ∆F . Then FH is a free R-module with basis Tr, for r ∈ [∆F ].
Theorem 5.11. We equip FH with a product ∗ : FH × FH → FH defined as follows: if
φ1, φ2 ∈ FHIR,
φ1 ∗ φ2(F1, F2) =
∑
F ′∈∆F |F1≤F ′≤F2
φ1(F1, F
′)φ2(F ′, F2)
for all (F1, F2) ∈ ∆F ×≤ ∆F . This product is well defined and equips FH with a structure of
associative algebra with identity element T{F}. Moreover, if r1, r2 ∈ [∆F ],
Tr1 ∗ Tr2 =
∑
r∈Pr1,r2
arr1,r2Tr.
Proof. The fact that ∗ is well defined and the expression of Tr1 ∗ Tr2 are consequences of
Lemma 5.9 and of Lemma 5.10. The associativity is clear from the definition. The fact that
T{F} is the identity element comes from the fact that SF (F1, [F ]) = {F1} for all F1 ∈ ∆F .
Definition 5.12. The algebra FH = FHIR is the Hecke algebra of I associated to F over R.
Remark 5.13. Let g ∈ G+, then {F ′ ∈ KFgKF .F |F ′ ⊂ A} is of the form [Rg] for some
Rg ∈ ∆A≥F .
One has a bijection f : G\∆F ×≤ ∆F ∼→ KF\G+/KF . This map is defined as follows: let
(F1, F2) ∈ G\∆F ×≤ ∆F . One can suppose that F1 = F . One has F2 = g.F for some g ∈ G
and one sets f(g) = KF gKF . Then it is easy to see that f is well defined and is a bijection.
One identifies FH and the set of functions from KF\G+/KF to R.
Through this identification, eg = 1KF gKF corresponds to T[Rg] for all g ∈ G+. If g, g′ ∈
KF\G+/KF , one has eg ∗ eg′ =
∑
g′′∈KF \G+/KF m(g, g
′; g′′)eg′′, where m(g, g′; g′′) = a
[Rg′′ ]
[Rg],[Rg′ ]
for all g′′ ∈ KF\G+/KF .
By Lemma 5.3 and Lemma 5.9, m(g, g′; g′′) = |(KgK ∩ g′′Kg′−1K)/K| for all g′′ ∈
KF\G+/KF .
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5.4 Case of a non-spherical type 0 face
In [GR14], Gaussent and Rousseau associated an algebra (the spherical Hecke algebra) to the
type 0 face F0. By Remark 5.2, their distance d
v correspond to dF0 . It seems natural to try to
associate a Hecke algebra to each type 0 face F between F0 and C
+
0 . Let F be a non-spherical
type 0 face such that F0 ( F ( C
+
0 (as a consequence A is an indefinite Kac-Moody matrix
of size at least 3 because if A is of finite type, all type 0 faces are spherical and if A is of
affine type, F0 is the only non-spherical type 0 face of C
+
0 ). As we will see in this section,
the definition of the product as above leads to infinite coefficients. To prove this, we use the
fact that the restriction map which associates w|Q∨ to each w ∈ W v is injective, which is
proved in [Kac94]. As this is shown for less general realizations A of the Kac-Moody matrix
A than we use, we need to extend this result to our framework, which is the aim of the next
subsection.
5.4.1 Realization of a Kac-Moody matrix
In this subsection, A is no more the standard apartment of I.
Let A = (ai,j)i,j∈J1,nK be a Kac-Moody matrix. A realization of A (see chapter 1 of [Kac94])
is a triple (A,Π,Π∨) where A is a vectorial space over R (in [Kac94], Kac uses C instead of
R), Π = {α1, . . . , αn} ⊂ A∗ and Πv = {α∨1 , . . . , α∨n} ⊂ A are sets with cardinality n satisfying
the following conditions:
(F): both sets Π and Π∨ are linearly independent
(C): αj(α
∨
i ) = ai,j for all i, j ∈ J1, nK
(D): n− rk(A) = dimA− n;
A generalized free realization of A is a triple (A,Π,Π∨) as above satisfying (F) and (C).
Two realizations (A1,Π1,Π∨1 ), (A2,Π2,Π
∨
2 ) are called isomorphic if there exists a vector space
isomorphism φ : A1 → A2 such that φ(Π1) = Π2 and φ∗(Π∨1 ) = Π∨2 . Proposition 1.1 of [Kac94]
asserts in particular that up to isomorphism, A admits a unique realization (A0,Π0,Π∨0 ).
If A is a generalized free realization of A, the space
⋂n
i=1 kerαi is the inessential part of
A and is denoted Ain. The following lemma is easy to prove.
Lemma 5.14. Let A be a generalized free realization of A. Then there exists A′ ⊂ A and
B ⊂ Ain such that A′ is isomorphic to A0 (as a realization of A), Q∨A ⊂ A′ and A = A′ ⊕B.
Lemma 5.15. Let A be a generalized free realization of A. Then the map
W vA → AutZ(Q∨A)
w 7→ w|Q∨
is injective.
Proof. One writes A = A′⊕B, with A′ and B as in Lemma 5.14. For all x ∈ A and w ∈ W vA,
w(x) − x ∈ Q∨R,A, where Q∨R,A =
⊕n
i=1Rα
∨
i . Therefore, A
′ is stable by W vA. Moreover, for
all x ∈ Ain, w(x) = x. Hence the restriction map W vA → W vA′ is a an isomorphism. As
a consequence, one can suppose that A = A0. But by the assertion (3.12.1) of proof of
Proposition 3.12 of [Kac94] (applied to ∆∨ instead of ∆), if w ∈ W vA0 satisfies w|∆∨ = 1 then
w = 1 (where ∆∨ is a set included in Q∨). This proves the lemma.
5.4.2 Infinite intersection of spheres
In this subsection A denotes the standard apartment of I.
We suppose that there exists a non-spherical type 0 face F of A satisfying F0 ( F ( C
+
0 .
Lemma 5.16. Let F be a non-spherical type 0 face of A of type 0. Then its fixer WF in W
is infinite.
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Proof. One can suppose that the vertex of F is 0. Then WF ⊂ W v. Let F v be the vectorial
face such that F = F l(0, F v). Let us prove that WF is the fixer WF v of F
v. Let w ∈ WF .
Let X ∈ F such that w fixes X. Then w fixes R∗+.X ⊃ F v and thus w ∈ WF v . Let w ∈ WF v .
As 0 is special, F v ∈ F . Therefore WFv ⊂WF and thus WF = WF v . As F v is non spherical,
WF v is infinite and the lemma follows.
Remark 5.17. By 1.3 of [Rou11] the vectorial faces based at 0 form a partition of the Tits
cone. Therefore, if F v is a vectorial face and if for some u ∈ F v and w ∈ W v, w.u ∈ F v,
then w.F v = F v. Hence if W ′ ⊂W v, W ′.F v is infinite if and only if W ′.u is infinite for some
u ∈ F v if and only if W ′.u is infinite for all u ∈ F v.
For the next proposition, we use the graph of the matrix A, whose vertices are the i ∈ I
and whose arrows are the {i, j} such that ai,j 6= 0.
Lemma 5.18. Suppose that the matrix A is indecomposable. Let F be a non-spherical type
0 face F of A satisfying F0 ( F ( C
+
0 . Then there exists w ∈ W v such that WF .w.F is
infinite.
Proof. One writes F = F l(0, F v), with F v = {u ∈ A|αi(x) > 0 ∀i ∈ J and αi(x) = 0 ∀i ∈
I\J} for some J ⊂ I. By Lemma 5.15, there exists k ∈ I such that WF .α∨k is infinite.
Let i ∈ J (J 6= ∅ because F0 ( F ) . By 4.7 of [Kac94], the graph of A is connected.
Therefore, there exists a sequence j1 = i, . . . , jl = k such that aj1,j2aj2,j3 . . . ajl−1,jl 6= 0.
Let u ∈ F v. Let us show that there exists w ∈ W v such that αk(w.u) 6= 0. If x ∈ A and
m ∈ J1, lK, one says that x satisfies Pm if for all m′ ∈ Jm+1, lK, αjm′ (x) = 0 and αjm(x) 6= 0.
Let x ∈ A, m ∈ J1, l− 1K and suppose that x satisfies Pm. Let x′ = rjm(x) = x− αjm(x)α∨jm.
Then αjm+1(x
′) = −αjm(x)ajm,jm+1 6= 0 and thus x′ satisfies Pm′ for some m′ ∈ Jm+1, lK. As
i = j1 ∈ J , αj1(u) 6= 0 and hence u satisfies Pm for some m ∈ J1, lK. Therefore, there exists
w ∈ W v such that w(u) satisfies Pl: αk(w(u)) 6= 0.
IfWF .w(u) is finite, WF .rk(w(u)) = WF .(u−αk(w(u))α∨k ) is infinite and thus at least one
of the setsWF .w(u) andWF .rk(w(u)) is infinite. This proves the lemma by Remark 5.17.
Let A1, . . . , Ar be the indecomposable components of the Kac-Moody matrix A. One
writes A = A1 ⊕ . . . ⊕ Ar, where Ai is a realization of Ai for all i ∈ J1, rK. One has
W v =W v1 × . . .×W vr , where for all i ∈ J1, rK, W vi is the vectorial Weyl group of Ai.
Proposition 5.19. Let F be a type 0 face of A. One writes F =
⊕r
i=1 Fi. Then there exists
w ∈ W v such that WF .w.F is infinite if and only if there exists i ∈ J1, rK such that Fi is
non-spherical and different from Fi,0, where Fi,0 is the minimal type 0 face based at 0 of Ai
(Fi,0 = F l(0,Ai,in)).
Proof. With obvious notation, one has WF = WF1 × . . . ×WFr . Suppose that there exists
w ∈ W v such that WF .w.F is infinite. One writes w = (w1, . . . , wr). Then WF .w.F =
WF1.w1.F1 ⊕ . . . ⊕ WFr .wr.Fr and thus for some i ∈ J1, rK, WFi .wi.Fi is infinite. If Fi is
spherical, WFi is finite and if Fi = Fi,0, WFi.wi.Fi = Fi,0 and thus Fi is non-spherical and
different from Fi,0.
The reciprocal is a consequence of Lemma 5.18.
The following proposition is a counterexample to Lemma 5.9 when we do not consider
spherical type 0 faces.
Proposition 5.20. Let F be a face based at 0 such that for some w ∈ W v, WF .w.F is
infinite. Then
SF (F, [w.F ]) ∩ SFop(F, [w−1.F ])
is infinite.
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Proof. Let us prove that WF .w.F ⊂ SF (F, [w.F ])∩SFop(F, [w−1.F ]). Let E ∈ WF .w.F . Then
F ≤ E ≤ F . By definition, dF (F,E) = [E] = [w.F ]. One writes E = wF .w.F , with
wF ∈ WF . The map (wF .w)−1 : A → A sends E on F and F on w−1.w−1F .F = w−1.F
and thus dF (E, F ) = [w−1.F ]. Therefore WF .w.F ⊂ SF (F, [w.F ]) ∩ SFop(F, [w−1.F ]) and the
proposition follows.
For the next corollary, we use the same notation as in the paragraph above Theorem 4.26.
Corollary 5.21. Let λ ∈ Y +. Then W v.λ is finite if and only if λ ∈ Y f ⊕ Y ∞in .
Proof. Let λ ∈ Y +. One writes λ =∑j∈J1,rK λj, with λj ∈ Aj for all j ∈ J1, rK.
Suppose that λ ∈ Y f ⊕Y ∞in . Then W v.λ =
⊕
j∈Jf W
v
j .λj ⊕
⊕
j∈J∞ λj. As W
v
j is finite for
all j ∈ Jf , one gets one implication.
Suppose λ /∈ Y f ⊕ Y ∞in . Let j ∈ J∞ such that λj /∈ Aj,in. Let F vj be the vectorial face
of Aj containing λj. By Remark 5.17, the map
W vj .F
v
j →W vj .λj
w.F vj → w.λj
is well defined and is a
bijection. If F vj is spherical, W
v
j .F
v
j is infinite because the stabilizer of F
v
j is finite. Suppose
F vj non-spherical. Then by Lemma 5.18, there exists wj ∈ W vj such thatWFj .wj .F vj is infinite,
where WFj is the fixer of F
v
j in W
v
j . Therefore W
v
j .F
v
j is infinite and the lemma follows.
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